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ADSTPACT 

The probler:t of co!'lerent carrier recovefY and the effects of 

phase error on the performance of an offset quadrature-phase-shift

keying {QPSK) duobinary system have been investigated in the t.'lesis. 

'Ihe system of interest is similar to RD -3 digital system that is 

being developed and installed as an efficient high data-rate digital 

radio ccmnunication system by Bell Northern Research LaOOratory (BNR) • 

Four carrier regeneration loop structures are investigated and 

analysed in the thesis. These are: 

(i) estimate-aided suppressed carrier loop 

(ii) decision-directed feedback loop 

(iii) shifted decision-directed feedback loop 

(iv) half-shifted decision-directed feedback 1009 

All of these loop st.rtrtures errploy the technique of dataraided carrier 

synchronization. The estiim.te-aided loop structure exhibits steady

state:beharior 	si...'11.ilar to that of a oonventional Costas loop. The 

remaining three loop stru::tures differ from the estimate-aided loop 

in the sense that they require decisions to make on the noisy received 

signal. 'I"nese are then fedba.ck to the carrier recove.r\7 circuit in 

such a way as to create a 598Ctral line at carrier frequm<='.J. The 

loop behavior in the presence of additive noise has been investigated 

in soire detail. For each loop, analytical expressions for the phase 

detector characteristic (S-curve) and the steady-state phase error . 

!Jrobability density 'fmction (T)df) are derived, and proY.i.de a rreans 
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of corrparing the performance of the different recovery scherres. 
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GIAPTER 1 

INTRODu:TICN 

1.1 Introduction 

Since the 1950 's, rnicra'1ave radio has proven to be a very econanical 

system for long distance signal transnission. As a result :it has becx::me the 

most widely used rreans of long distance point-to point commmicaticn. At the 

present tirre, microwave radio is primarily operated in the analog mode where 

the baseband oonmunications signals are rrodulated in analog fonn onto a radio

f requency carrier wave for transmission. In North America, such systems operate 

at carrier frequencies near 4 and 6 GHz. In the modulation process, the amp

litude, frequency or phase angle of the carrier is continuously varied as a 

fl.mction of the instantaneous valoo of the modulating signal. At the receiving 

end this signal is recovered by the reverse.process of derrodulaticn. In this 

continuous or analog mode the reooiver output signal may be regarded as an· 

estimate of the original transmitted signal. 

. Today, ho.vever, there is a trend toward the use of digital micro.vave 

radio transmission [12]. 'IWo of the main reasons for this trend are the cost 

advantages realizable using digital hardware and multiplexing, and the ease 

with which c1igital systems can be ~anded to acromodate future carrnunicaticns 

traffic grCMth. In digital transmission discrete valued digital signals are 

used to mcdulate the high-frequency carrier, and at the reooiver, after de

rocxlulation the output may be regarded as a sequence of decisions. 

In additian th.ere are several other reasons why digital radio o:xn

mun.ication is attractive. First, we can regenerate noiseless digital sigi:ials 

at every repeater site along the :route thus avcxling cumulative perfQnnance 
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degradation due to a large number of anplifiers, each of which contributes 

noise and distortion. Second, digital multiplexing allows sore electronic 

circuits to be shared by several channels, and thus cost less than equivalent 

analog multiplexing arrangenents. Third, baseband digital transmissicn systems 

are seeing increasing usage in short haul camection between telephcne oentral 

offices. Digital radio offers a great advantage in facilitating the inter-

cx:>n.11ection of these digital systems with the long haul (trans-Canada) trans

mission network. Because the baseband digital signals can be transmitted with

out oonversion to analog fonn, they do not need to be clemultiplexed and con
s 

verted to analCXJ signal/\ first and then multiplexed again for transmission on 

the a11alog micrcwave network, but can be modulated directly onto t.11e digital 

radio carrier. 

A further advantage is that signals from different origins, e.g. tele

vision signals, data signals and audio signals, can be mixed using t.l-ie digital 

facilities [23] [26]. The interface between the digital system and the analog 

system is made by digital tenninals which oonvert the incaning analCXJ signals 

to a digital fonn suitable for use on a digital tra."lsmission facility. Digital 

multiplexers then fonn the interface between digital transmission facilities 

of different rates. They oombine signals fran many digital lines by the process 

of interleaving, or tine-divisim multiplexing and bring all signals to a 

synchrcnous rate. The -aavantage is that it is relatively easy to have a hier

ad1.ical multiplexing structure. The receiving portion of the tenninal just 

performs the inverse of the transmitting portion functions, and in roany respects 

is a duplicate of the transrnitter portion. 
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1.2 The canadian Digital Radio System 

The digital radio system "'~ are investigating here is the one that 

will operate in Canada starting in 1978. The system will, for ecx:nanic reasais,be 

overbuilt an the analog radio network in order to utilize the existing re:peater 

sites whidl are spaced about every 30 miles and cover rrost of the country. The 

digital system will operate in a 500 MHz band at a carrier frequency of approx

imately 8 GHz. The choosing of this f:requ:mcy range is dictated by the fact 

that the radio frequency bands from 7. 725 to 7.975 GHz and frc:m 8.025 to 8.275 · 

Gl:Iz are available and the existing microwave antennas (horn :reflector attennas 

wit11 circular waveguide which are usable f rorn 3. 5 to over 11 GHz) can be used 

to decrease the requirerrent on new equiprent. The a::nplete planned digital 

system will can:y six two-way radio charmels, each using about 41Mlz of band

width. 

In order to maximize the available channel capacity and to be eoonomic

ally ~titive with existing analog system;, the digital system is designed 

to transmit two DS 3 carrier grOl:ps in a 45 MHz bandwidth. A P53 carrier group 

is a 44.7 Mbit/sec digital signal. The transmission will be achieved using a 

techniqre which is called duobinary coding. In this code each transmitted data 

syrribol is made rependent not only on the present data bit but on the previous 

one as well. This deliberate correlaticn of syrrbols has the effect of cx:ncent

rating the signal power in a narra-Jer freqmncy range closer to the carrier 

freql.E!Ilcy. It hac; been shown that the use of drobinary coding approximately 

doubles the efficiency of use of the available freql.E!Ilcy s:pectrum [24]. This 

allows one 44. 7 Mbit/sec DS3 signal to be accarodated in less than a 45 MHz 
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bandwidth. By corrbining the duobinary encoding which can be done at baseband 

with the use of 4' phase coherent phase-shift-keying (CPSK) m::xlulatirn it is 

then possible to put 2 DS3 signals or approximately 90. Mbi ts/sec into a 45 MHz 

bandwidth. The resulting system thus has an available capacity of 1344 voice 

circuits corresponding to an overall bit rate of 91.040 Mbits/sec. 

The particular. corrbination of duobinary encoding and 4-phase CPSK 

m:>dulation results in a transmitted signal whic"l is partially anplitude and 

partially phase rrodulat:ed. This is dre to the fact 'b'"lat the ducbinary encoder 

produces 3-level syrrbols (nominally +2,0,-2) with a non:rectangular pulse shape. 

To accorrplish the 4-phase riodulation the input data is split into two st:rea"l'lS, , 

ead1 at approximately 45 Mbits/sec. These two st:rear.s are separately different.i

ally encoded, duobinary encoded and finally used to arrplitude modulate two 

carrier signals which are in phase quadrature with eadl other. In addition the 

signals in the two streams are offset by 1/2 bit (at 45 Mbits/sec) with respect 

to each other. The resulting system is thus an offset quaternary, phase-shift

keying, duobinary (Offset QPSK doobinary) system. 

At the receiver the signal is ,as with virtually all high speed data 

signals,coherently detected. To successfully transmit info:rrnation through a 

phase-coherent corrmunication system, the receiver nrust be capable of detennin

ing and tracking the ~tantaneous phase of the received signal with as little 

error as possible. The transmitted data-bearing signal can be roodulated onto 

a carrier in such a wey that a :residual carrier carponent exists in the over

all signal power sr:ectrum. This c:crrponent can be tracked at the receiver with 
. 

a narravband phase-locked loop (PLL) and used to provide the desired reference 
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signal for ooherent derrodulation. This situation has been analyzed in soma 

detail (e.g. Viterbi [22], Stiffler [21], and Lindsey [19] ). Ha'lever, the 

~r contained in this residual carrier oonponent oontains cnly information 

arout the phase and frequ:mcy of the carrier, and thus represents transmitter 

pc:Mer which is not available for the transmissicn of data~ In order to maximize 

the data power and therefore minimize the receiver probability of error, the 

data are often m:>dulated onto a carrier in such a way that the transmitted 

signal has zero average pov.er at the carrier frequmcy. Coherent dem::>dulaticn 

of sudl a signal then requires sone type of suppressed-carrier recovery circuit 

or track.ing loop for establishing a coherent carrier reference for use in 

deroodulating the data. 

A nurrber of methods [19-21] have been prqx>sed for generating a refer

ence carrier from a suppressed carrier received signal. One of these rrethods 

involves the principle of a decision-directed feedback. loq> [28]. Recently, a 

tracking locp utilizing this principle for establishing an accurate phase 

reference at the receiver has been develq:ied and analyzed by Lindsey and Sirron 

[9], and is known as a data-aided carrier tracking loop. In their loop structure, 

the outputs of data C!etectors are fed back and used to rerrove the data Irod

ulation fran the received signal in sudl a way as to leave a carrier ccrrp:>nent 

which can be tracked by a phase-locked loop structure. 

The offset QPSK duobinai:y system being considered in this thesis util

izes suppressed carrier rrodulaticn. In order to reoover a coherent carrier 

corr;:>anent,.fran this signal, a number of suppressed-carrier tracking loop struct

ures which utilize the principle of data(estimate or decision) feedback are 
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suggested for use in generating ooherent quadrature reference signals for 

use in data derrodulation. The data-aided carrier tracking loop proposed by 

Lindsey and Sinon has been considered without including the effects of inter

symbol interference (ISI) (caused by bandlimiting and /or data correlation) in 

the analysis of its operation. In [5], ISI is included in ;the analysis of loop 

operation, but a :residual carrier corcponent is assured to be present, so the 

carrier oould also be tracked with a oonventional phase-locked loop. FollCMing 

these applications which oonsider only binary phase modulated carriers, Lindsey 

and Sirron have prop:>sed decision-feedback loops which :reconstruct coherent 

carrier references for the detecticn of polyphase signals [10]. Later, the 

decision-feedback loop which tracks a quatemacy-phase-shift-keying (QPSK) signal 

was rrodified to acoorrodate a quatemary-arrplitude-shift-keying (QA.SK) signal[6} 

and offset QPSK signal [7]. In this thesis, we will in~stigate the prcblem of 

carrier synchronization for the offset QPSK dmbinary system proposed for use 

in digital microwave radio. Specifically, we will consider the design of data 

(estimate or decision) feedback loop structures to recover a ooherent carrier 

fra:n the offset QPSK dtnbinary signal. 

1. 3 Scope of the Thesis 

The outline of the thesis is as follows. In di.apter 2, we perfonn a 

basic perfonaance analysis of the offset QPS:t< dmbinary system. An expression 

for the average prcbability of system error oonditioned on a fixed carrier 

phase error, narrely Pe(<!i), is eeri.ved. An upper botmd on Pe(<!>) &"'ld an approxim

ation techniqre are also developed. Simulation results for the system per

fonnance as a function of steady state phase error are presented and canparisons 

are made. In chapter 3, we propose an estimated data feedback loop structure 
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for carrier recovery and investigate its steady-state loop phase detector 

characteristic. In chapter 4, we investigate a decision-directed feedback 

loop. In chapter 5, we investigate two roodi.fied decisicn-di:rected feedback 

structures which yield improved perfonnance carpa:red to the basic structure 

described in chapter 4. In chapter 6, we draw conclusicns fran the study, and 

make sare suggestions for further work. 



OIAPTER 2 

DIGITAL RADIO SYSTEM 

2.1 Introducticn 

The system under study is an offset dud:>inaI:y quatemacy-phase

shift-keying (QPSK) system which may be used for digital radio carmunicat

ian (23] • A block diagram of this system in a radio cnnmunicaticn environ

rrent is sham in Fig 1. The transmitter consists of a preccrler which 

differentially encodes the data, a balanred quadrature rrodulator arnl a 

doobi."lary~·''.""'J·>:':'" filter. The receiver oonsists essentially of a oohere...1t 

denodulator and eeooder. The advantages of choosing a ducbinary filter 

are s;t_ulied in this d1apter. '1\110 possible system rocx:Els, whict-i s~cify 

hCM the dmbinary pulse-shaping filters are apportimed between the trans

mitter and the rereiver are considered. Model 1 is arranged so that tile 

shaping is optimally [l] distributed bet<.veen t..11.e transmitter antl t..t-ie reooi

ver for a wieeband additive noise channel. M:xlel 2 is a more realistic 

arrangemmt where the transmitter filter completely determines the duo

binary pulse sha-re arid hence b.'1.e shape of the overall frequency response 

and the receiver filter rrerely bandlimits t..~ noise, a...'1d has no effect on 

the signal ccn;xment. T'ne two system :rrodels are shONn in Fig 2. The 

differential en~:r used in this system is for precoding purposes. It 

allo.vs the error proDagatirn phenorrcncn ccrrrrncn to all partial respcnse 

systems to be avoided and he.t'lre leads to a sirrplificaticn of t.11e decoder 

structure.· 

8 
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Because of the frequency instabilities in iri.¢1-frequency radio, 

it is sorretirres difficult to obtain carrier synchronizatim with suffic

iently low jitter to preclude significan.t detecticn loss. T..'lis problem 

has been investigated by R11oees [4] for offset quatemary-phase-shift

keying (offset QPS.K) signals. Gitlin and Ho [11] later;investigated the 

sane prd>lem for staggered. quadrature arnplituoo rrodulatim (SQA..'1) system. 

The degradation dre to carrier phase error for the offset QPSK duobinary 

system is studied in the last part of this chapter. A general expressicn 

for an upper bound on the average probability of syrrbol error is obtained. 

also system perfonnance in the presence of a steady-state phase error 

and additive Gaussian noise is simulated m the ccnputer. 

2.2 System Model 

2. 2 .1 Duchinary conrept 

The duooinary tedurique is an enccxli.ng technique whic.11. rennits 

signalling at twire the Nyquist rate. "Duo" indicates that the bit cap

acity of a straight-binary system can be doubled. This concept was first 

introduced by lender [24] • 

The coding technique is illustrated by the follo.-Ting exarrq:>le. Ccn

sider two seqrences of digits. The first seqoo.11ce a can be +l or -1 with 
n 

p(+l)=p(-1)=1/2 where p <:Enotes probability. The seccnd sequence b can n 

be +2, O, or -2. To transfonn t."Le a into the b sequence, we form each 
n n 

11c by adding each ~ to the previouc:; digit C\-l as sho.-m belcw 

a 
n 

(-1) -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 

b -2 -2 -2 0 2 0 -2 0 2 
n 

http:enccxli.ng
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\ve note that in two successive tine slots, it is .impcssible for the b n 

sequ:mce to transit fran +2 to -2, or vice versa. This coiling tedmique 

c:c:npresses the bandwidth of the sequence a by a factor of 2. This trans
n 

formation or encoding can also be a9canplished by a kind of filter, knC111I1 

as a duobinary filter. The dtnbinary pulse-shaping filter has the irrpulse 

respoose 

h(t) = 4 ) (2 .la) 

with the oorrespcnding transfer functicn 

H(w) = { 2Tcos(wT/2) lwl ~ n/r
0 . elsewhere (2 .lb) 

as illustrated in Fig 3, where T-l is the signalling rate. It may observed 

that if this impulse respmse is sampled at tirre t=.JI'/2, t.t-ien 

n=O,l
hn = h(t+nT) = { ~ othe:rwise 

and thus intersyrrbol interfenence can arise mly from t..t-ie preceding symbol, 

that is in the absence of noise 

~ = ~ + ~-1 (2 .2) 

If ~ can assurre the two possible values +1 as stated previously, then ~ 

has the three values + 2 and 0. Thus t..,e binary input to the system has 

been oonverted to a three-level output. Equatim (2.2) can also be used 

to deoode the data. Once ~-l is decired, its effect on ~ ca"l be eliminated 

by subtraction, and ~ can be decided. The details and ad~rantages 

of this encoding technique have been discussed in [18] [24]. In t.11e next 

section, we will perform the basic system analysis, and the coding process 



0 
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using a 	 doohir1ary pulse shaping filter will be discussed in m:::>re retail. 

2.2.2 Basic analysis 

The ccrcplete system is sha·m in Fig 1. The input nessage s (t) is 

:periodic and crnsists of a random seqre."lce of binary bits. Each bit is 

spaced T seccnds apart, corresponding to a signalling ~ed of 1/1' baud. 

The 90 Mbit signal, which is the signalling speed we are interested in, is 

fed into t.11e signal splitter (cf Fig.l) a'ld is div.ired into two separate 

bit streams or signals, s (t) and s (t). This separation is done ~I assign
1 2 

ing the "od<l" and "even" bits to senarate channels, as shavn in Fig 4. i'ie 

can denote the even bit stream as a sequence of binru::y data bits {a } and 
n 

the odd 	nit stream as sequence of bi.-riary data bits {b} n=O,l,2,3,····. 
n 

The sequenre {b } is relayed by T sec wit.'1 respect to the sequ:mce {a } • 
n n 

T'ne signals s (t) arid s (t) hence may be represented by a train of anp1 2 

litude rrodulated pulses, 

s1 (t) = 	I ang(t-2nT) {even bit stream) 

n 


s 2 (t) = l bng(t-(.2.'l+l)T) (odd bit stream) (2. 3) 
n 

where a 	=+l, b =+l depending on t.1-ie input nessage and g{t) is a rectangular
n - n 

pulse of widt.11 2T oentered at t=O . The data pairs a b are transmitted nn 

alternately in ti.Ire as a b0 , a b1 , ~b2 , • • • • • •• The preceding operaticn0 1

is ~rforrred, using- a differential cncocer, on both sequenc:Es of binary 

inout digits {a } a.'1d {b } in the I-c.11annel (in-nhase channel) and t.11e Q
~ n n 	 .. 

channel (quadrature-nhase charm.el) respectively. The sequences {a } and 
n 

{b } are comrerte<l by the differential encoding to the bincw1 seqtences
n 

http:charm.el
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:: ~ I ~ . .2 .3 • 4 I ,s .6 ,7 .a 1. 9 I ,0 1.1 _I.__ 

1 
(i) Input m~ssagc s ( t) 

:: . I . I . I . .. I-....-. 
(ii) s (t) (the •even" bit stream)

1 

~: l I I I I I I . ' I ' I I I 

'(iii) s (t) (the 11odd 11 bit stream)
2 

Pig. 4 s(t), s
1 

(t) and s2 Ct) input ID3ssage f--1 

°' 
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c=a'<hc n n n-1 

d =bed n n n-1 

where t..'1e symbol © representc:; rrodulo-2 smroatim of the binary digits 

and is defined in this case ~.! 

"' -1 +l 

-1 -1 +1 

+l +1 -1 

The output of the cliffe:r:P.ntial encoders si (t) a'1d s2 (t) may be written as 

si (t) = l cng(t-2nT) (even bit stream) 
n 

s2(t) = l dng(t-(2n+l)T) (odd bit stream) (2 .4) 
n 

The staggered sequences {c } and {d } amplituC'e nndulate their respectiven n 

carriers l2ros w t and -l2si.11 w t and t.1-ie results are strnred to producec c 

the bandpass signal x (t) which may be written as1 


x1 (t) = /2[si(t)coswct - s2(t)sinwct] 


= 12Re{ [s (t)+js (t)]ejwct}
1 2 

. t = !2°:Ee[y (t)eJWC] (2.5)
1

where y 1 Ct)=si(t)+js2(t), and :Ee indicat.es real part of • To represent 

x (t) i.'1 the f reqrency danain, we not.e that since x (t) can be rewritten
1 1 

as 

r:=;- jw t * -jw t x (t) = v2/2[ y (t)e c +y (t)e c ] (2.6)1 1 1 

';\le .d:>tain 

x Cf) = /2;2 [ r (f-f )+r* c-f-f ) (2. 7)1 1 c 1 c 

http:indicat.es
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where f is the carrier f reqtency.c 

The duobinary pulse-shaping filter has the irrpulse respcnse 

given in equation (2.la) as 

(2. 8)h ( t) = ! ( oos ( 1Tt/I') 
1T 1- 4t2d 

with the corresponding transfer function in equation (2.lb) as 

H(w) ~ { ~Toos(wT/2) lwl~1T/I'
elsewhere (2 .9) 

If \<Ve consider the duobinary filtering as a baseband process, as we 

may in this particular applicaticn, then since the signals si (t) and 

si(t) are at the rate l/2T bits/sec, and the pulses g(t) have width 2T, 

we must replace T by 2T in the duooinary filter equatims to rotain 

h ( t) = ! ( cos (1Tt/2T) ) 
(2 .10)1T 1 - t 2d 

The oorresponding transfer f uncticn is then 

lwl~ir/2TH(w) = { 6TcoswT 
elsewhere (2 .11) 

It may be easily shown that the equivalent bandpass filter has the inpulse 

respcnse 

z(t)~ h(t)cosw t 
c 

= .Re [h(t) ejwct] (2 .12) 

with oorresponcling transfer functicn 

Z{f)= J'2 ·-[ H(f-f )+it (-f-f )
c c 

= iT [cos 2ir(f-f )T+cos 21T(f+f )T] (2 .13)
c c 

This, hCJNever dces not represent the filter which we wish to use. Rather 

it represents the response whidl we wish the filter to have to the rect
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angular pulse signals of duraticn 2T. Therefore let us define the so 

called doobinai:y filter sho..m in Fig 3. by the transfer fmctim 

*F(f) = ,:}t'2 [ D(f-f ) + D (-f-f ) ] 
c c 

(2 .14) 

or equivalently the bandpass i.npulse :response 

f (t) = · d(t) cnsw t 
c (2 .15) 

We may then write the transmitted signal ~ (t) in the frequency cbmain as 

X
2 

(f) = F(f)X
1

(f) 

where tt is the convoluticn operation symbol. 

(2 .16) 


In the tinE danain, 

f 00

~(t) = Xl(T)f(t-T) dT 
-00 

='2.J 00Reh (T)ejwc-r-]Re[d(t-T) eiwc(t-T) ]dT 
_.., 1 

...,-;;, jw t J
=f 2Re[ e c 

00 

y (T)d(t-T)dT ] (2 .17)1 
00 

Sinre y (t)=si (t)+jsi (t) and g(t) is real, therefore we can write
1 


./? jw t { oo •
2S(t) = 2Re [ e c (si(•)+JSi(•))d(t-•)dT (2.18) 
-00 

which may :readily be written in the form: 

00 

x2 Ct) = .rI [ i en{ g(T-2nT)d(t-T)dT] coswct 
-- n -oo 

-.r-I [ Ia J g(T-(2n+l)T)d(t-T)dT ] sinw t (2 .19)n c n -oo 

We note that exce:?t for different delay factors, t..11e two integrals in 

the above exp:ressicn are identical. 
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To find the form of tl-ie irrpulse response d(t) of Fig 1, ·we 

note that ·we want the transmitted signal x (t) to have duobinru:y pulse1 

shaping i.nr'osed on it. This irrplies 

£g(-r)d(t-T)dT = h(t) 

. i.mere h(t) is tne cuobi..-ia:ry i.l'llpulse response defined iri equatico {.2.la). 

This equatio.'1 is best solved in the frequency domain where it may be 

written as 

G(w)D(w)=II(w) 

Sinc:E 

H(w) = { 
0 
4T cos wT lwl~'IT/2T 

else'i.vhere 

and 

G(w) 	 = £: g(t)e~jwtdt 
= /r e-jwTdt 

-2TsinwT 
= 

wT 

w'nich has zeros at w'I'=k'IT (or w=k'IT/T} k=l,2,3,····· , so that G(w} is 

not zero anywhere in t.l-ie range -'1T/2T~w~'IT/2T. It is therefore possible to 

find the transfer function D(w) by sirrple division as 

D(w} 	 = H(w) /G(w) 

4TcaswT=------ {2 .20) 
sinwT2T(--

wT 

T'nus 

2wTcotwT IwI«rr/2T (2 .21)D(w} 	 = { 
0	 elsewhare 
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D(w) is plotted in Fig 5. By using t:h-3 filter D(w) we may write ~(t) 

in the cesired doobina:ry shaped form as 

= 12 I c h(t-2nT) ex>sw t - /2 I d h(t-(2n+l)T) sinw t 
n n c n n c 

(2 .22) 

where h ( t) is tl1e duobina:ry pulse shape for a rate of i/2T baud as defined 

in equation (2 .• 10). L"l this chapter we consider that x (t) is transmitted
2 

over a purely additive noise channel, where the noise may be represented 

in narn:Mband form as 

(2 .23) 

where n (t) is the in-phase noise CXY!1p0ne.Yl.t and n (t) is b'1e quadratw::e
1 2 

phase noise OJUPJnent. We assurre it to be white over the bandwidth of 

interest, narrely l/2T Hz with tWo-sided power spectral density N /2 watts/Hz.
0 

We also ass\.ll're it to be Gaussian with rrean zero and variance 

2 2 2 2i'fo No a =a =a = -- =--,-- (bandwidt.11=l/2T)n 4T 2Tn1 n2 

which is equal to the total noise paver. The received signal y ( t) may 

then be written as 

v(t)= 12[ \ c h(t-2nT)+n (t) ]CX>Sw t ~ l n c1 
n 

-/2[ l d h(t-(2n+l)T) +n (t) ]sinw t (2 .24) 
n n 2 c 

The receiver consists of a dem:xlulator and decoder as sho.vn in Fig 1. 

For the nnrrent, we assurre that an ideal coherent derrodulator is used. 

The signal y ( t) is then multiplied by the two locally generated quad

http:bandwidt.11
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rature reference signals 

In:r (t) = /2 CX>SWCt 

nu<t) = - /2 sinwct (2 .25) 

The results of these multiplications (neglecting doubl~ frequency tenns) 

are 

rI(t) = l en h(t-2nT) +n (t)1 
n 

and 

r
0

(t) = l dn h(t-(2n+l)T) +n2 (t) (2 .26) 
n . 

from which \ve wish to decode the binary synbols {c } and {d } and 
n n 

ultimately the original data {a } and {b } • 
n n 

Apart from a relative delay of T sec the signals rI (t) and r (t)
0 

are identical and their behavior ~will be statistically the sarre. Ti.-iere

fore if we conpute the error probability in deooding say { c } , it ·will 
n 

be the sane as in reccx:ling {d }. Additionally, because of the wide sense 
n 

stationary nature of the noise the average prcbability of error will be 

the same regardless of which synbol is detected. 

Thus let us cansirer the signal rI(t) and the detecticn process 

at tine t=2kT. First oonsider mly the signal corrponent 

l c h(t-2nT)
n 

n 

For illustrative purposes we have assurred c
0
=c1=c2=c_1=c3=1 and plotted 

the signals in Fig 6. Examination of the figure reveals that if the signal 

is sanpled at t=2T to detect c1 , there is then intersyrobol interference 



c_2 c_l co cl c2 

t 

Fig • 6 'lhc dtobinary shaping pulses • 

(siC.J11aling speed = 1/2'1' baud) 

I:\,) 
.;:.. 
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dt:e to c
0

, c
2

, c _ 1 ~ and c_ • Ho.vever, if the signal is sanpled at t=T,2 

there is then ISI only from the preceding synbol c and t"ie sanple has
0 

the value 

cl+co 

· It is not hard to see that this is the best tine to sanple in 

order to detect cl" M:>reover, this is generally true. In order to 

detect '1c at t=2kT for any k the optimum tine to sample is at t=2kT-T 

at which point the sample will have the value 

'1c+'1c-1 

'Ihis sarrple can have only the 3 values :t2 and O or nore generally :t2d 

and O where d is the actual level separatirn in volts. Because of the 

differential encoding which has been applied to the original data b'"le 

decoding turns out to be vecy simple and is illustrated in the f ollaving 

table 

Table 1 

Original data Received Sample 

'1c +'1c-1=p2k ~=~ tb ~-1~ ~-1 

-1 -1 -1 -2 

+l+l -1 0 
(d=l) 

-1 +l +l +2 
-· 

-1+l +l 0 

We t.1-ierefore see that if the received sarrple ~/'1c-l has value :t2d, then 
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the original transrnitted bit C\: was a 1. Henoa the decoder for these 

precoded signals is quite sinple and consists of a 3 level slicer only. 

The outputs of the decoders in .the two channels can new be conbin.ed to 

recover the original data stream by alternately gating the even and ocld 

channels at the original bit rate such that t.11€ proper- phase relaticn 

between the gate signal and the data ti.ming in each channel is maintained. 

It is ·worthwhile to examine the possible symbol values, -,!:2d and O. 

:·1e can see that a direct transitim between +2d a11d -2d is inpossible. 

These three levels signals are hiqhly correlated [24] . In fact the doo

bL'1ary coding tec..'mique has U1e effect of c..'1anging the uncorrelated binary 

syr.-bol seqmnoa into a correlated 3-level sequenre. The consequenre of 

this proress is the redistribution of t.i-ie spectral density of the original 

binary sequenre into a hig~ly concentrated spectral density near zero 

f:re<JUP...ncy (equivalently the carrier frequency) [23] [24]. Fig 7 illustrates 

the 2 : 1 bandwidth a:xnpression property of the dud:>inary seiue.1re ccnpared 

to the original binary symbol spectrun. ~'Jote t.'i:at the large concentration 

of energy in the vicinity of zero f reque..'1.cy has no significanre in high 

speed data transmission sinre a carrier must be enployed du= to t.'le band

pass d1aracteristics of nost transmission rreclia. Thuq we can see that 

the avail2hle channel capacib_/ _is doubled by enploying the dooi::>:inar.1 

coding tec.'mique. On the other hand, if we wish to double the capacity 

per radio channel using the multilevel phase rrodulation tech.'1ique, we 

have to go to 16 level phase rrodulatim. This greatly increases the equip

http:conbin.ed
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rrent corrplexity and causes a fairly heavy mrfonnance penalty in terms 

of error-rate versus signal to noise ratio. using duobinary coding, the 

capacity per radio dlannel is doubled with mly a rroderate perfox:mance 

penalty. M:>re inp:>rtant is that the equipnent oomplexity is. mudl sirrpler, 

and hence the oost is lover. 

M:>st systerrs are quite intolerant of timing perturbatims in the 

receiver sampler when the transmissim rate is close to b'1e channel Ny

quist rate [29]. For the duobinary system, it has been shavn that the 

speed tolerance, whic.11 rreasures the sensitivity of a system to changes 

in the signalli..1g rate, is 42. 5% [l] . This figure indicates the in

sensitivity of the duobinary system to receiver sampler timing pertw:b

ations. Also, another perforrr.ance index-f'eyewidth as indicated by Kahal [l] :i 

shews that the system is quite insensitive to changes in the sampler phase. 

We may, therefore oonclude that bit timing in t.'1e duobinary system is 

not critical, provided coherent derrodulation has been achieved. In the 

remaining of this chapter, we shall C01sider the degradation due to the 

unavoidable frequency instabilities in the high frequency radio d1annel. 

These instabilities lead to errors in the c1em:x1ulating carrier phase and 

the effeet of b'lis phase error must be examined. 

2. 2 . 3 System mxlu1:~tim ~ 

Since duobinary coding is used in the system, tl-ie type of rnodul

aticn is no longer sirrply a 4-level PSK system. The dmbinary coding is 

carbined with the four level phase rrodulation and results in a complex 
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1 0 0 1 1 

(a) Binary signal 

..__ 

-
0 0 -2 0 2 

(b) · Partial :response ccxiing 

zero 	 zero . zero 00 
ar:plitude &iT'litu:ie amplitude 180° 

(c) 	 Carrier wave phase rrodulated by 
partial respcnse signal 

Fig. 8 Mcxiulation process 
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m:xlulation process whic.11 is partly phase and partly arrplitude nndulaticn. 

The process is illustrated in Fig. 8 where Fig. 8a is sirrply a binary symbol 

sequence (differentially encoded) or series of pulses with anplitude -1 

(logical 0) or +1. The due.binary coded signal. will tl:ien be a series .ccn

sisting of -2,0 and +2 a~ shown in Fig 8b. Once the signal has undergone 

ducbinary ending, it is used to nodulate the carrier wa:ve by representing 

the levels -2 and +2 by phases O and 180 degree respectively, and the 

level O by zero anplitude. As four leV'el phase rrodulation is used wit.11 

ducbinary coding, we can carbine two similar signals in quadrature, that 

is, differing in phase by 90 degrees. Fig 8c illustrates the carrier wave 

phase m:>dulated by a duobinary baseband signal, and two of these are added 

in quadrature to produce the resultant rrodulated wave. 

2. 3 Perfomanc:e Evaluaticn 

2. 3.1 Ieeal co.1-ierent detection with zero "J?hase error 

To evaluate the perforroanre of the duobinary system, we assure 

b'1at the transmitted binary data {'i<} and {1\} have equal probability of 

having t.'1e valtes :tl. Referring to table 1 in section 2 .2.2, it may be 

sham t.11at 

P(p =2d)=P(p =-2d}=l/42k 2k 

a'l'ld 

P (p2k=O) = 1/2 

where p2k= ~ + 'l<-l is the 3-level <luobinary data and {'1c} is the differ-

e.'1tiall~/ encoded binary signal sequence. Let us consider t:1e noisy de
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modulated received signal 

(2.27)p(t) = I en h(t-2nT) + nl (t) 
n 

If tl1e signal is sampled at t=2J.:T-T we have 

-where '1c+'lc_1=2,o or -2 and n2k is a Gaussian random variable. This 

sarrple is threshold detected usinq t.11e decision scherre 

-d <p2k < d ~ 'k = 1 


p2k~ -d ~ 'k = -1 


d ==> = -1
p2k~ ~ 

as described above. The average probability of error for t...1i.is detection 

process may be written as 

Pe= [ P(p2k~-dl'k=l) + P(p2k~dj'k=l) ]*P('k=l) 

+ [ P(p2k>-djak=-l) + P(p2k<dj~=-l) J*P(~=-1) (2 .28) 

+ P(p >-dlr. =-2)*P(r =-2) + P(p <dlr =2)*P(r =2)
2k k k 2k k k 

(2.29) 

Because n2k is a ze:ro;rean C-aussian randan variable, the above cor1ditiooal 

probabilities all turn out to be equal and we may ·w1.:i.te 

Pe= 3/2 P(p2k~dlrk=O) 


=3/2 P ( n2k_::d) 
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In duobinary systems, there are 3 system nodels whidl rrrust be 

cmsidered in calculating t11e probability of error: 

(i) dmbinary pulse shaping is equally split between the trans-

mitter and receiver 

(ii) 	 ducbina:ry pulse shaping is entirely perfcirrred at the 

transmitter 

(iii) 	 dmbinary pulse shaping is entirely r-erfo~d at the 

receiver 

We shall neglect t.118 third rodel since the intent of doobinary encoding 

is to restrict t11e required channel bandwidth and hence cnly the first 

and second rrodels are of interest. 

(i) 	 .Model 1 : shared pulse shaping 

The transmitter filter in this case has transfer functicn 

IJ.i. (w) = Hl/2 (w) = { ( 6TcoswT) l/2 lwl~1T/2T 
elsewhere 

and the :receiving filter has transfer functicn 

H (w) = Hl/2 (w) = { (4T coswT) 
112 Iwl ~:rr/2T

R 0 elsewhere 

The baseband system may be roc>delled as shown in Fig 2a. 

For binary input cata with values :t<l, we may calculate the average 

symbol power as 

2P = a	 /2T --where l/2T is the data rate5 

The transmitted signal paver may then be written as 

PT = (d2/2T) /1T/2T [ ( 4T coswT) l/2 ] 2 ~ .. 	 (2. 30) 
. 

2 
-1T/2T 

4 a 4 = = -P1f 2T SlT 
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At poL"lt A in Fig 2a, the noise power in the Nyquist band is 

PN = N0/2T (2. 31) 

and thus the SNR at this point is 

PT 4 4 PS 
--= -( 2TP /N ) = --- (2.32)

PN ir S 0 ir PN 

At the output of the receiver filter, the noise fXMer is given by 

P' = 1 -~ £ir/2T [ (4TcoswT) 1/2]2~
N 0 ir/2T 2ir 


4 No 

= (2. 33)

1T 

and we note that P ' is the variance of the decisicn variable. 
n 

The probability of error at the detector {rectifier/threshold 

detector) is 

Pe = 23 
P (n2k d) = 

3 = 2 Q( d/cr) (2. 34) 

where cr2 is the noise varian<=E at the output of the reooiver filter~ 

For the nneel in Fig 2a, cr2=PN' this yields 


3 d 3 

Pe = 2 Q( ) = 2 Q(lir/4.~o d) (2.35) 

14N()lir 

The decision distance d can be expressed in te:rns of the transmitted 

signal paver PT as 

d = (irTP._rl2J l/2 (2. 36) 

and this allows us to write 

(2. 37)Pe = ~ QCif2TP'J!"No> 
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but N /2T = PN is the noise pc:Mer in the Nyquist band at the input to
0

the rereiver filter and therefore 

3 1T --------Pe = 2 Q( ~ P"J!PN ) (2 .38) 

i PT 
The effective SNR is therefore --- , whereas with ideal bina.:cy 

p 16 PN 

signalling it i..ou.id be PT • There is therefore ·a degradaticn of 2 .1 dB. 
N 

over ireal binaz:y signalling neglecting the multiplying factor of 3/2. 

The actual rereiver SNR is found as 

(2.39) 

(ii) Model 2: transmitter pulse shaping 

The transmitting filter in this case has transfer fl.mctian 

fL(w) = H(w) = {04TcoswT lwl::1T/2T 
'l' 	 elsewhere 

and the 	receiving filter is ideally 

lwl::1T/2T 
elsewhere 

The rereived noise paver at the decoder input is 

o2=P =N0/2T = .!._.l. (4N /1f) = 1TP'/8T 	 (2. 40)
N 2T4 O' N 

T'ne transmitted signal power in thls case is 

pT-2~2 	 /1T/2T 16T2ros2wT~ 

-1T/2T 2 1T 


/1T/2T c1;2 +(l/2)cos 2wT )dw

1T -1T/2T 


=. (nT) p'l' (2 .41) 
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The probability of error is now given as 

3 3
Pe= 2 Q(d/o) = QC 12T/N d )2 0 

= ~ Q( d/ ~) 

2 I 

Since d = P~2 I thus 

d - 1 • 
a fi 

whence 

Pe = ~ Q ( 1 . IP I IP, ) (2 .42)
2 .fi T' -d 

The effective S:.~R is Pri-J2PN where PT is the transmitted signal power 

artd P N is the noise pc:Mer in the Nyquist band. Therefore in this case 

t'l-iere is a degradaticn of 3.01 dB from ideal binary signalling neglect

ing the factor of 3/2. The actual SNR is found as 

-1 2 
µ = Pi:(/PN = 2 [ Q (2Pe/3) ] 

The required SNR for' ideal binacy signalling is readily found to be 

µ = Q-l(Pe) (2 .43) 

4Ccnsider an en:t:>r rate of 10- , then 

8.4 dB 

Q-:-l ( 2Pe/3 ) ~ 8. 7c1B 

Table 2 

.Model µ 'C:Egradatian 

PAM(iceal binary) 8.4 dB 0 dB 

ltxlel 1 10.79 dl3 2 .39 dB 

Model 2 ll.71 dB 3.31 dI3 
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At Pc = 10-S, then 

Q-1( Pe) 

Q-l( 2Pe/3 ) 

. ~ 

=!> 

9.5 dd 

9.7 dB 

Table 3 

Model µ Degradaticn 

PAM(ideal binary) 9.5 dB 0 dB 

M:>del 1 11. 79 dB 2.29 dB 

Model 2 12.71 dB 3.21 dB 

2. 3.2 	 Effect of ~1hase error on dem:xlulation and error rate 

"As L"1 the previous analysis let us consider the transrriitted 

signal 	to be 

~(t) = l en h(t-2nT) coswct - l dn h(t-(2n+l)T) sinwct 
n n (2. 44) 

where {en} and {dn} are the differentially encoced bina:ry data and 

h ( t) is the duobincu:y pulse shape 

4 cos ( irt/2T)h(t) = 	- --__....,---...,,........ 

1T 1 - t 2;r? 


for a rate of l/2T baud with 

4T coswT !wl<ir/2TH(w) = { 
0 elsewhere 

In the previous analysis we considered syst:e~ performanre for 

the case of perfectly coherent dem:x1ulation with the only disturbanCE. 
being t:.hc additive Gaussian noise. 

L'1 this analysis, we consider t.11at a random phase shift is 
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introdured by the charmel, so t~at d.or.nc1ulatioo is not !Jerfectly 

co'lcrP...nt, .but co.1tains distortio:'l dm to phase error. We ·will, ho,.-iever, 

continue to assur.e that sy:nbol tiroi:lg is naintained. 

~Ja.·1 the signal at the front end of the remiver can be written as 

y' (t) = /2 [ l en h(t-2nT) + n (t} ]cos «»ct+ e(t} )
1 n 

-12 [ l d h ( t- ( 2n+ 1) T} + n? (t) ] sin (w t + e ( t) )n _ c 
n (2 .45) 

w"1ere e(t) is t'-10 raridOin phase shift arid n (t) and n (t) are the in
1 2 

~hase a'"td cmadrature rh.ase noise co~e.1ts respectively. This si<J11al 

is demodulated by the quac1ratu_re carriers ficns (w t+e) and -l2si.11(w t+e)
C C I 

wl-iere e is a local estimate of the carrier phase e, to prcx:luce t.'le quad

rature baseband canr-one.nts 

I c h(t-2nT} cos¢(t) - I d h(t-(2n+l)T} sincj> (t)
n n n n 

+ n (t}cos¢(t} - n (t)sin¢(t) (2.46a}
1 2 

and 

= Id h(t-(2n+l)T)cos¢(t) +I c h(t-2nT)sin¢(t)
n nn n · 

+n (t)sin¢(t) + n (t)cns¢(t) (2.46b)
1 2 

where <!> (t) is the phase error defined as the difference between e ( t) and 

its local estimate e 
~ 

(t) • ''le note that b'1e effect of t1ie phase error cj>(t) 

is to int:roduC2 quadrature distortion terms (asin<!>) into rI (t) and r (t)
0 

and this must inevitably degrace t'1e ~rfonnanre of the system. 

The signal rI(t) i:; sampled for detection purposes at the t.i.m::?s 

t=(2k-l)'r (k integer}. Crnsid::!r the pulse h{t-2nT) at this sanpling tine 
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h((2k-l)T-2nT) = h(2(k-n)T-T) 


ens 2 
1T (2 (k-n) -1)


4 = - -------=-
1T 1 - (2(k-n)-1) 2 


n=k,k-1
= { 1 a nlk,k-1 (2.47) 

Si.milarly crnsic"'!er the puLse shape h(t-(2n+l)T) in the quadrature dis

tortion term at t= (2k-l) T (k integer) 

h((2k-l)T-(2n+l)T) = h(2(k-n-l)T) 


ros 1T [2 (k-n-1) T]

21

,
4 = - ---------,,:---=
'IT 1 - [2(k-n-l)T] 2/~ 

4 OOS1T(k-n-1) 

=-; 1 - 4(k-n-1) 2 


(-l)k-n-14 
= 

1T 1 - 4(k-n-1) 2 
(2A8) 

In a similar manner, b"le signal rQ ( t) is sar:pled for detection purposes 

at the tirres t=2kT (k i.11teger) • 

Ccnsider t.11e pulse shape in b."le in-phase comp:>nent h ( t- (2n+ 1) T) 

which m'J.y be written as 

h(2kT~(2n+l)T) = h(2(k-n)T-T) 

n=k,k-1~= { niJ<,k-1 (2 .49) 

Next co.1sider the pulse shape h(t-2nT) in the quadrature distort

ion term 

h(2kT-2nT) = h(2(k-n)T) 

_ 4 cos [ 2 T(k-n)/2T ] 

- iT 1 - [2(k-n)TJ 2/T2 

4 oos (k-n)
= - 2 

71' 1 - 4 (k-n) 
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(-l)k-n4 

tr 1 - 4(k-n) 2 (2 .50) 

using these results we may nCM write the sarrpled rereived sequmces as 

+ '1c-1cos<j>(t) 

k-n-1 
(-l) sincj> (t)

21 - 4(k-n-l) 

and 

rQ (2k) = '\<X>Scj> (t) + <\-l coscj> (t) 

k-n 
( - l) sincj>(t)+!1c 

tr 	 n 2 
n 	 1 - 4 (k-n) 

(2 .51) 

The effect of a rerrodulation phase error <J> is thus to 

(i) 	 degrade the arrplitude of the desired signal carp::ment 

by an arrount proporticnal to ooscj> 

(ii) cause quadrature distortion terms to appear. 

By 	defining 

A=! l dn 2 n 	 1 - 4(k-n-l) 

and 
4 (-l)k-n 

B = -	 l en ---'---'--- (2 .52)
tr n 1 - 4(k-n) 2 

We may write 

rI (2k-l) = .('1c + '1c-i> coscj> (t) - AsincJ> (t) + ~ (2k-l) 

and 

(2.53) 
::i.rv=! \•Je note that thP-se 2 !=:cir!Dle Seq'.lP'ri.res hr>'Je tne sarre fonn. In 

adcition,if we for cnnvenia"'lre set the detection or decisicn distance 
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d=l, we can t.l-ien define the followL'1g error events 

Table 4--·--···-·---·----------·--·-·---·---------·-·----.----. 

Eventr 
1 

2 

3 

4 

'\(ck) <i-l (~_1) ~+C\-l (<\_+c\_1) 

--1----------------- ~--
-1+l 0 

-1 +l 0 

+l +l +2 

_---=--·-·-- __ ·-- -1_ -------J------~-- __ . 

Error region
for r 
r>l or r<-1 

r>l or r<-1 

r<l 

________...___r_>-_l_____. 

and each possL~le event has probobility 1/4. 

To find t:18 average probabilit.1 of error conditioned on both the 

n11a>e error ¢ and t.rie quadrature c3istortim symbols, we have to fincl t.'1e 

probability due to eacii error event and then sum the resulti.'1g probal:>ilit

ies. .3ecause of the sirnilari-b.f in fonn the analysis for r a'1d r will
0 1 

be icentical. 

and t11e corresr"lmding error p:rob2hility is 

where we i.niplicitly assurre trirough out ti1is analysis CX)Ilclitiming on Asin~, 

t:i.e quadrature distortion. Na..·1 n1=r +AsL1¢ is a Gaussian ra.'1dan variable1

with oonditional ~a1 = Asi.'1<j> aJ1d v2.riance a2 (de~dent on the remiver 

filter ) • There::ore 

i { _}._ {" e~[-(x+Asin<P) 2/2o2 Jc~~ 
ilia 1 

1 -1 . 2 2 }+ -- £:, exp [- (x+l\sin¢) /2cr ] d.x 
ilia 
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Pe = !_ [ Q( l+Asin<jl ) +l _ Q(-1 +Asinqi) ]
1 4 (J (J 

= ~ + ~ [ Q( l+~incp ) - Q{ ~l+~in<!>) 
(2 .54) 

·where 

Q(x) = --'l f: eA.y,>(-y 
2
/2) dy

l2iT x 

This event tyre produres identical results to event type 1 and thus 

Pe = Pe = ! + ! [ Q( l+Asinq, ) _ Q{ -l+Asin<J> ) ]
2 1 4 4 (J (J (2 .55) 

The prol:>ability of error in t:."lis case is 

P~ 3 = -i P{r
1

<1) = i - ~ P(r
1

>1) 

(x-2c:;s¢+Asin<J>) 2ld~ J= i-{ 1- _!___ 
(2.56)20.....&cr 

2where as before a is the noise varianre at the output of the receiver 

filter. 'l~"lerefore 

Pe = ! [ 1 _ Q{ l-2cos¢-f:Asin<!>) (2. 57)
3 4 O' 

The error probability in t.'lis case is then 

Pe = 4 
1 P(r1>-l)4 

1 r e>.-p [ - (x+_?_q:>~q,~A.sintl_2 ] dx 
4/:2';o -1 2cr~ 


1 -1+20)S~+Asin¢
= 4 Q{---;·----------) (2 .58) 
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The total probability of error is then easily found as 

Pe 	= Pe + Pe2 + Pe3 + Pe
1 4 


= ~ + ! [ Q( l+Asin<!>) - 0( -l+Asin<!>)]

4 2 CJ . ·- CJ 

+ 	 ! [ Q( -1+2cos<1>+Asin¢ ) -· Q( l-2cos¢+Asin<!> ) ] 
4 CJ CJ 

(2 .59) 
As a c.'1eck let us cxnsider the value of Pe ':!hen the phase error 

$=0. 	 Then 

3 1 1Pe= 4+ 2 [ Q(l/cr) - Q(-1/CJ) ] + 4 [ Q(l/cr) - Q(-1/cr) ] 

= f Q(l/cr) 

whiC::1 is tl18 sarce as our previously derived results. The pro!_:)erty that 

Q(l/cr)= 1 - Q(-1/cr) is proven i.11 Appendix 2A. 

Similar results are readily found for t..11.e quadrature cha.'1Ilel s~lcs 

as 

+ 	 l [ Q( -1+2oo~l3sin_~) _ Q( 1-2cns<jl+Bsi.'1¢) l 
4 CJ CJ 

(2 .60) 

So far the error rate we have obtained is oonditia.'led on both the phase 

error ¢ and the quadrature distorticn terms (A or .3) • To obtain the aver

age s~'x)l error p:rob2hility conditioned an the phase error mly, we 

have to take the.average over the quadrature distortim symbols in A(or B) 

as 

Pc(¢) 	= I Pe(ip,A)P(A} (2 .61) 
A 

But in general A oontains an infinite nurrber of synbols, and ~tion 

(2.61) is thuc; very difficult to evaluate. This leads us to searc.'1 for 
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sal2 fonn of uprer bound on the error rate Pe(q,). In order to do this, 

\·re can evaluate, for a fixed phase error <f>, the largest possible distort

ia1 dte to the quadrature distortion term A in (2 .61) • As sh0tm in the 

previous section, the quadrature distortion term A.is expressed as 

dn (-l)k-n-1 
A= I -4 --- (2.62)n 'IT 1 -4(k-n-1) 2 

The worst case of this series can be writum as 

1A= ±+ 4 . I -- - 2 	 (2 .63)
'IT 'IT 

n~<-1 4(k-n-l) - 1 

Theref	orc 

A=±+ 2( i) (\ __l _____) where 	m=k-n-1 
'IT 'IT l 2

m=l 4m -1 

(2.64)= .! + 	.! ( 2 * 1/2) = ~ 
1T 1T 	 'IT 

Thus the upper bound of average probability of error cmditicned en 

the phase error is readily fomd as 

8 .l 8 . 1Pe(<f>) 	 ~ 0.5+0.5( Q( +:n-nn<j>) + Q(-nsm<f>)] 
a 	 a 

_0_25 [ Q( l-2cosqr~sin<j> ) + Q( ~-2cos<1>~in<1>_)] 
a 	 a 

(2 .65) 

For the case of system nodel 2 where the transmitter filter deter.nines 

the shape of the frequ::mcy response, we have plotted in Fig 9 the 

error rate upper -bomd conditianed 0.1. the phase error against the signal 

to noise ratio as given in equation (2 .65) . The curves sh0t1 that even a 

sr.1.all phase error can degrade the system perfonnanoe quite seriously, a"ld 

ac; phase error increases, the degradation increases rapidly. For exa.'i{)le 

t.'1.ere is a degradation of ap!'roximate 2. 5 dB for a 6 degree phase error 
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while t.11.ere is a degradation of approximate 6. 5 CB for 12 degree phase 

error at Pe ( cp) equal 10-S. 

Another way to evaluate Pe(cp), at least approximately, is to 

approximate the quadrature term A using a f .inite mnnber of symbols. For 

example, consider the case 1:.vhere only three symbols are used to evaluate 

(2.61). T'ne quadrature distortion tenn A is new expressed as 

4 1 1
A = -[ d + - d + - d )1T J< 3 -k-1 3 -k+l 

There are eight possible canb.inations for A and eac.Fi canbination 

has probability 1/8. We can ccnstruct a ta.'Jle to sha.v these cnrrbinations 

as follows: 

Table 5 
··--------·---~· 

i <\ 

+l1 

2 +l 

3 +1 

4 +l 

5 -1 

6 -1 

-17 

8 -1 
---·--··---· 

A. Prob.'\+1 ~-1 l. 

-------------·-----·
+l +l 20/31T 1/8 

+l -1 4/1T 1/8 

-1 +l -4/31f 1/8 

-1 -1 -4/ir 1/8 

+l +l 4/11' 1/8 

+l -1 4/311' 1/8 

-1 +l -4/ir 1/8 

-1 -1 -20/31T 1/8 
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Thus ".v-e can \·rri te 
8 

Pe(<j>) ::: f,; _I Pc ( cp ,Ai) 

i=l 


l 8 l+Ai . 1-A.sin<j> 

= -8 I { 0. 5+0 .5 [ Q(---s_rn__,_¢) + Q ( J. } ] 


. 1 <J <J1= .1-2cos¢-A.s111<j> l-2cos<j>+A.sLTl<j> 
-0. 25 [ Q ( ----- _-1:___"'.) + Q(------ l. ) ] } 

<J <J 

(2 .66} 
The approxiniate error rate ronditin1ed 011 the phase error cf> as giV""--n 

by (2.66) is nlott.ed against t.~e signal to noise ratio in Fig 10, 

encl plotted against the phase error cp withti, where ti~/cr, as a para

:reter i;i Fig 11. 

2.4 Siraulation of the systen perfo:r:mance in the p:resenoo of a steady 

state o'.1ase error a-id additive Gaussian noise 

In this section, ·we s~'1all evaluate the system perfo:rma.Tlre in the 

presence of a steady state pl1ase error and additive noise via si..'1U.llaticns 

on the COC 1700 digital cc:!!puter. The sinulatim !)rocedure will be 

briefly eescribed and the results are discussed, &"ld ca::parod with t.'le 

foregoing theory. 

2. 4 .1 D3scri:rtior1 of t.11e sif'.llllaticn 

A block diaqram of the sil"1•.:uatim program is illustrated in Fig 12. 

The .si.rnulation 9roO?dure is r:n~ or less th8 sa:re as in [31], where in 

the noise-free signal is s:irr..ulated a11d effects of nois;; are ccroputed. 

A pseudorandom binary sequ.e!'.102 of 127 signal symbols was processed in e1e 

sirnulatian. Th3 signal are Fast Fourier tra1sforred into t1e frequency 

danain, and r:mlti.;ilied with t'1e transmit filter transfer ftmctian, which 

http:nlott.ed


1.0 

Pe(¢ 

o. 

o. 

0.8 

0.6 

A=O 

t>. 
2= 0 dB 

6
2= 5 c1B 

ll
2=10 dB 
2

'6 =15 c1l3 

/ 62=25 dB 
2//. 6 = co 

00 cj>90° 180° 

Fig. 11 Conditional error probability for offset 
.i:. 

QPSK duobinary system 00 
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is C:efined by 

H (u1) = { 
1:T ooswT lwI:::rr/2T 


T 0 elsewhere 


The result is then inverse Fast Fourier transfol'.!Tiecl to obtai..ri the 

ti..r:e-danain filter output. The continuous signal stream is ronstructed 

and passed to t1te simulated receiver. At the sarre tire, the eye diagram 

for the.duobinary signals was generated on the Tetronix canputex 4 dis

play unit. Fig 13 shows the resultina three level eye pattern of the 

signal. 

After Hie c1ecisim making process, t11e number of incorrectly 

rereived bits was crnnted and a cmditicnal probability of error of eac.11 

received bit is COinpUted. A a::imrutecl noise approach [31] was used, where 

t.1"1e noise is rroved to the output of tli.e :remiver filter. In this system, 

the rereiv·er filter has a transfer function 

1 Iwl ~1T/2THR(w) = { 0 else•mere 

The equivalent noise pa.-1er at the out;mt of t'1is filter is carputed 

according to ti.11eory. The signal is simulated in tli.e abse..11ce of noise. 

The purpose of us:Lrig t.1-iis computed noise approach is to reduce carputing 

tine. The rircbabilities of error canputed for indivicual bits at each 

value of S~~R are s.urnrred and the., c1ivided by t!1e total number of bits 

2
proressed to obtain an averagB prcbability of error for each tJ. where 

2~ 2 2 . 2 
~ =d I a with d the level separation and a the noise variance at tl-te 

outnut of the receiver filter. 
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2.4.2 	 PBsults and conclusicns 

2
The average probability of error is plotted against l!. in Fig 14 

where the degraclatim in performa!lOO for fixed probability of error as 

the steady state phase error increases is sham. Again we can see that 

as phase error increases , the de<]radatim increases rapidly. 

In the ·simulation, rectangular pulses are used as input to the 

duobinary pulse-shaping filter instead of impulses. The pulse resr:onse 

of this filter introduces sorre small additimal i,,'1tersymbol interference 

{ISI) and causes a small perforrrianre degradatim of the simulatim f:rtxn 

the tJ1eoretica.l results. When we caipare the sinulation curves with t.11.e 

CtL.."\TeS obtained t"leoretically ( upper bound and 3-symbol-average cases ) 

for 0° phase error, t.1i.e curve obtained by simulatim sha.vs worse per

forma'1ce than the theoretical curve. We can see that the simulated curves 

are approximately 1 dB worse than the theoretical cw::ves. This l: dB 

differenre is, as rrentioned previously , ma.inly due to the spreading of 

the pulse response we used :L.'1 simulation. So.rre other possiliilities 'i.vhic.11. 

may cause this differP...nce are the limited nurnl:JE!r of sanples :r;:er pulse 

used in the sirrlulatiort, the truncatim and winda.v errors of the FFT, etc. 

In chapter 2, we have designed a filter D(w) which can produre the doobin

ary pulse shane when a pulse is used as its input. When this filter D(w) 

is used in the simulatim, the 1 dB degradation fran tJ:1eoretical should 

re elir:iin.o.tec1. Ha,vever, this has not as yet teen dme. 

AssurU.ng that the 1 dl3 differe.'lce i? rerroved, a1d we <X>mpare t.'le 

sinulatcd curve for 9° nhase error case with t.li.e 3-symbol-average and 

u:1;Jer bound b'leoretical curves as sho.·m in Fig 15e, they essentially 

http:AssurU.ng
http:i.vhic.11
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a<Jree with each other. Also, \·Je can see that the sirnulated curve is 

approximately the same as t.t.ie 3-syrrbol-average curve when the 1 c18 

c1ifferet1.ce is :rerrovecl. Thus we can oonchrle that the 3-symbol-average 

curve maybe the batter me for using to calculate the average symbol 

error probability. 

http:c1ifferet1.ce


OIA..PTER 3 

ESTIMATE-AIIED CARRIER TRACKING LOOP 

3.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, the effect of imperfect carrier syndlroniz

ation on coherent detectim of offset QPSK duobinary signals was studied 

and was seen to cause a significant loss of performance. To reduce the 

phase error and thus to achieve more ooherent derrodulaticn, various carrier 

synchronizers (25] and suppressed carrier tracking loops (19-21] have been 

suggested for u.c;e with M-a:ry PSK signals. The offset duobinary-a:rled QPSK 

signal is a s~ressed carrier signal, and a successful carrier recovery 

and phase tracking system must ·generate highly coherent quadrature reference 

carrier signaLc; with ideally no penalty in signal t.o noise ratio and with

out the need for transmission of a pilot carrier. Furthermore, the reference 

signal coherence must be independent of the data nodulating the carrier. 

There are several potential candidate tech.niqoos for reconstructing t..l-ie 

carrier signals. The one proposed in this chapter is an estimate-aided sup

pressed carrier recovery loop which is illustrated in block diagram fonn in 

Fig 16. 

In this structure the in-phase channel (I-channel) and quadrature chan

nel (Q-dlannel) baseband signals rr(t) and r (t) (cf. Fig.16) are sa:rrpled at
0 

the tirres· t=2kT and t=(2k+l)T (k integer) respectively and, without being 

pa-;sed to a threshold detector, are directly fed back as shCMl'l to cross

. multiply the baseban<l analog signal in the qucldrature channel. The purpose 

of the estimates being fed to the carrier recovery circuit in this way is 

to create a spectral line at the carrier frequency which may be extracted 
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by conventional phase-locked laop rrethods. In the absence of these feed

back signals the up~r loop output ZI(t) and the lower loop output z0 (t) are 

small. This is due to the fact that the mcrlulation bandwidth greatly ex

ceeds that of the carrier phase variatims and as this latter bandwidth 

determines the la.;er and upper loop bandwidth, the filter F(p) would average 

the modulation to a negligible valre. The ooncept of feeding the estimates 

back, without being passed to the threshold detector, is suggested in [5] • 

If we use the detector outputs in the I-channel and Q-channel (i.e. decisions 

have been made) for feedback purposeS', it would corrplicate the derivation 

of the loop equation as the nonlinear operation of quantizaticn makes find

ing the statistics of the detector outputs difficult. But the statistics of 

the unquantized estimate are easily obtained by using this techniqu!. 

The principal theorectical result obtained in this chapter is the 

solution of the Fokker-Planck equatic:n for the steady-state probability 

density ftmction of the tracking loop phase error. The study is based on the 

use of a first order loop in order to obtain a tractable analysis. 

3.2 	 Loop analysis 

The loop we prop:>se here is illustrated in Fig 16. 'lhe received signal 

is 	as in (2.45): 

y' (t)=~{I ~'bh(t-2nT)oos(w t +e>-I d h(t-(2n+l)T)sin(w t+0) 
n 	 - c n n c 

+ n (t)oos(wct+e) - n2 (t)sin(wct +e)} 	 { 3.1)1 

where {c } and {d } are the differentially encoded bina:r::y data bits, with n _ _ n 

Vall.Es ±1; h(t) is the dmbina:r::y pulse shape defined in ( 2.10 ) and wc i_s 

the carrier freql.Ency. The carrier phase e is oonsidered to be a sla-1ly vary
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Fig 16 • Estimate-aided carrier tracking loop 
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ing rancbm variable and is taken to be uniformly distributed on [-rr,7r]. This 

randan phase shift a(t) is defined equal to e + n t with a a unifonnly
0 0 0 

distributed rand:Jm phase and n the Dot?pler shift in the input freq~cy from 
0 

it<;; nominal valre of we. n (t) a.11d n (t) are the in-phase and quadrature
1 2 

phase noise cx::irnponents respectively. Here we assure that the noise is char

acterized as a narro.vband Gaussian proooss, so that n (t) and n (t) are
1 2
 

identically distributed baseband Gaussian prooosses. 


The signal y' {t) is multiplied by the two locally generated quadrature 

referenoo signals 

~(t) = /X:K
1
cos( w c. t. + e·(t) ) 

" 
XQ(t) 	 = 12 K1sin( cu c t + e{t) ) 

.. 
where K is the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) rms axrplitude, and a(t)1 

is the local estimate of e ( t) • The two products of t.~e rnultiplicaticn (neg

lecting double fre<Jl.Erlcy terns) are 

rI (t) = Kni'' (t) ~ ( t) 

= K11\n { l cnh(t-2nT)cx::is <J>(t) - I dnh(t-(2n+l)T)sin<J>(t) + NI(t,cp) } 
n n 


and ( 3.2a ) 


rQ(t) 	= KznY' (t)XQ(t) 

= K11\n { l dnh(t-(2n+l)'I')cx::i~q,(t) + l cnh(t-2nT)sin<j>{t) + NQ(t,cf>) } 
n 	 n 

( 3.2b 	) 

where Km is the phase detector gain and cf>(t) is defined as the loop phase 

" 
errc:>r and is equal e(t)-e(t). Also the noise tenns NI(t,e) and NQ(t,e) are 

giV('.n· by 
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N1 (t,<P) = n1 (t)cos$(t) - n2 (t}sin~(t) (3.3a) 

NQ(t,$) = n1 (t}sin<P(t} + n2 (t}cos<P(t) (3.3b) 

In each signal the secx:md term is kno.-m as the quadrature distortim term 

and is proportional to sincp. The baseband signals r 1 (t) and rQ(t) are then 

sampled at the ti.Ires t=2kT and t=(2k+l}T (k integer) respectively for 

feedback purposes. 

No...r consider the pulse h(t-2nT) at the sampling tines t=2kT. It may 

be written as 

h(t~2nT) = h(2kT-2nT) 
'IT cos [ 2T° (2k-2n)T ] 4 


= ;· (2k-2n) 2T2 

1 - ~ 


4 (-l)k-n 
(3.4a)=; 2 

1-4 (k-n} 

Similarly, the pulse shape h(t-(2n+l)T) in the quadrature distortion tei:rn 

at the sarre tine t=2kT is given by 

h(t-(2n+l)T) = h(2kT-2nT...JI') 


cos [ .!._ (2k-2n-l}T ]
4 2T= - ---------
'IT 2 2 

l- (2k-2n-l) T 

~ 
4 cos [ (k-n-1/2) 'IT= - ----"--'--__._-"---"
'IT 1 - (2k-2n-1) 2 

n=k,k-1= { ~ n~,k-1 (3.4b) 

In the sane manner, the signal r (t) is sampled at the ti.Ires t= (2k+1) T.
0 

The pulse h ( t- (2n+1) T) at these scurpling instants is 
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h (t-(2n+l} T) = h( (2k+l)T - {2n+l)T ) 


= h( (2k-2n)T ) 


(-l) k-n 

= -4 

1T 2 (3.Sa)l-4(k-n) 

Similarly, the pulse shape in the quadrature distortion tenn at t=(2k+l)T 

is given by 

h(t-2nT) = h( (2k+l)T - 2nT ) 


4 cos [ (k-n+l/2)1T ] 
= - ---------,,,---2 
1T 1 - (2k-2n+l)
 

n=k,k+l
= { ~ n~ 1k+l 
(3.Sb) 

Using these results we may write t.11e sarrpled sequences rI (2k.) and. 

r C2k+l) as
0 k-n 

rI(2k) = K K { ! I c (-l) cos~(t) - (~+~_1)sin~(t) + NI(2k.)}
lm 7Tn n l-4(k-n) 2 

(3.6a) 

(3.6b) 

where NI (2k) and NQ (2k+1) are Gaussian randan variables. 

The SaJTled signal rI (2k) is then cross-multiplied with the oont

inuous lCM pass signal r (t) as shown in Fig 16 and produces the signal
0 

ZQ(t). Similarly, the sarrpled signal r (2k+l) is cross-multiplied with the
0 

signal r (t) and produces the signal z (t). These two signals are then sub
1 1 

·tracted and their differenre fo:rms an error signal at the input to the loop 

filter F(p). This error signal, denoted by e(t), is given by 

e(t} = ZI(t) - z (t)
0
 

= rI (t) rQ (2k+ 1) - rQ (t} rI (2k) 
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Therefore e ( t) can be written as 

e(t) = K K { [ I r (2k+l)c h(t-2nT)coscp(t)-I rQ(2k+l)dnh(t-(2n+l)Tsincp(t)
Im n Q n . n 

+r (2k+l)N (t,~) ] - [ \ r (2k)d h(t-(2n+l)T)cnscp(t)
I l 1 nQ n-

+ I r (2k)c h(t-2nT)sincp(t) + r 1 (2k)N0 (t,cp) 1 } 
I n 

n 
(3. 7) 

The instantaneous frequ=.'1cy of the VCO output is proportional to the filtered 

error signal via the relation . 
a (t) = K F(p)e(t)v 

where K is the VCO gain in rad/V/sec a.'1.d the dot c.enotes differentiation w. r. t. v 

time. Recalling that 
~ 

e(t)=e(t)-cp(t), we can write . 
~ ct> = ect> - ect> 

= S(t) - KvF(o)e(t) (3.8),_ 

whid1 is a stochastic integro-differential equation. Since e ( t) ~ e + n t 
0 0 

where e is a uniformly distributed ranCbm phase and n is the Doppler shift 
0 0 

in the input frequmcy from its nonninal value of w we obtain c 


e(t) = n 

0 

Thus equation (3.8) can be rewritten as 

~Ct) = n - K F(p)e(t) (3.9)
0 v 

The analysis of the loop to find the phase detector characteristic 

including the effect of noise rest...c; on tJ1e assunption [20] that 

1w <<L. 2T (3.10) 

where WL is the two-sided loop bandwidth. This assunption indicates that 

the phase process varies much rrore sla...rly than the signal (roodulation) 

process. Since we asstmad previously that the noise is characterized as a 
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narro.vhand process, its oorrelation time [19] is mudl. less than the length 

2T of the signaling interval, and thus the signal sees the noise as essent

ially white. Also the assumption in (3.10) implies that we can take the 

statistical average of the stochastic differential equation in (3.9) over 

the data. Thus we can evaluate statistical averages as folla-1: 

E [ rQ (2k+l) en ] 


4 ( l)k-n 

= E{K K [ -r ca - 2oos<t>(t) + cn(c.+c.+1>sin<t>Ct)+ cnNQC2k+l)J_} 1 m IT n n n 4 (k-n) K K1_


= { K1Kmsin<t>(t) n=k,k+l 

0 n;;lk,k+l 


and 

E [rQ (2k+ 1) dn] 
k-n 

=E {K
1
K [ ! l d d (-l) 

2 
cos<j> (t)+ d (c. +c.+l) s·in<t> (t)+ dnNQ(2k+l)]} 

m IT n n n 1_4 (k-n) n K K 

4 (-l)k-n 
= K K - oos <j> ( t)

1 m1T 1- 4(k~n)2 

S.ixnilarly, we obtain 

E [ rI(2k)dn ] 

= { -~1Kmsin<t> (t) n=k,k-1 
n;;lk,k-1 

and 

E [ rI (2k) en ] 

k-n 


= K K _! (-l) cos<j>(t) 

1 m IT 1 - 4(k-n)2 


Henre we can write urider the above assurrpticns the stochastic integrodiffenmt

ial equation of the loop as 
k+l {2k+2)T2$Ct) = n - Kv{ CK1Km) [ l sin<?(t) c2;. f h(t-2nT)dt)cos<j>(t)

0 
k 2kT 
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k-n . (2k+2) T 
- l ( ! (-l) ros<fl(t) ) c i J h(t-(2n+l)T)dt)sinqi(t) 

n 1T 1 - 4 (k-n) 2 2 2kT 

(-l)k-n l (2k+l)T 
--------- rosq>(t)) ( 2T f h(t-2nT)dt ) sinqi(t)21- 4(k-n) 	 (2k-l)T 

1 (2k+l}T 

- l (-sin9(t)) ( T J h(t-(2n+l)T)dt) cosqi(t)J]
2	 {3.11)

n 	 (2k-l)T 

where we have assured, for the sake of simplicity, a first order lrop 

( F(p)=l in (3.9) ) • Also, we have taken a tine average of the stochastic 

differential equation in (3.9) over the signal as implied in the assurrption 

in (3.10). In the appendix (3A), these rorresponding nurerical tine average 

values are evaluated where we can see that the values from the tenn 
(2k+2)T

3~ ' 2~ I h(t-(2k+7)T) dt ) 
2kT 

are so small that they can be neglected, and only 3 tenns needed to _be in-

eluded · in subsequmt worlc. Substituting these. values into equation {3.11), 

we obtain 

2$Ct)= n - K (KlK ) [ Ksin 2qi(t) + n'(t) ]o 	 v m (3.12) 
4 2 2

where 	K = 2 * 1.95 - :;r [ 1.174+ 3(0.45) •15 (0.055) ] 

= 1. 9 ( a finite ronstant tenn ) 

The noise tenn n'(t) is essentially Gaussian white noise with spectral 

height 
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2where a is the variance of N (2k) and NQ (2k+1) , and both are zero1 

mean Gaussian random variables defined in (3.2). The form of n' (t) 

arises because N1 (t,<j>) and NQ(t,¢) in the last term of (3.11) is 

approximated as Gaussian whit.e noise term as discussed above. The 

assu"'Ilption of n' (t) Gaussian is necessary because the problem cannot 

be solved by Fokker-Planck tedmiques othe:rwise. 

2 4 (-l)k-n 2 
let (J =2 { - ---- ) This series oonverges to a 

m n n 1 - 4(k-n) 2 

oonstant value of 2 (Anp=>Jldix 38). Thus 

2N = 2N (2cos2 
<)> + 2sin2¢ + a2) =N ( 4 + 2a )

0 	 0 

Equation { 3 .12) can then be rewritten as 

4>Ct) = n - K (K K ) 2Ksin 2¢(t) - K (K K >
2n•(t)o v lm v lm 


= n - K Ksin 2¢ ( t) - K n' (t)

0 	 0 0 

= n 	 - K Ksin2¢(t) - n"{t) (3.13)
0 	 0 

2 2Where K ~ K K K is the ~ loop gain and n 11 
( t) is a whit.e noise o v 1 rn 

process with spectral densicy 
N

2S(w) = KN ( 4 + 2a ) = - 0 
( 2K {4+2a2) ] 	 {3.14)

0 0 	 2 

3.3 	 Nonlinear analysis of the first order data-aided loop 

For the zero deb.ming situation (i.e. n =0) ,the loop equation may
0 

be written as 

$(t) = -KK sin 2¢(t)-n"(t) (3.15)
0 

The udf of ¢ may be obtained by invoking the Fokker-Planck equatia."1 

[22,p86]. For t..'le stochastic differential equation 

$ ( t) = P ( <t>) + I G ( cp) n ( t) (3.16) 
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w~ere !:!_(t) is Gaussian white noise, the Fokker-Planck equatim is 

N 2 
'.l '.)t p(<fi' t) = - 1 a"' P(c/>)p (<fi) +-=2- l G(<fi) P C<t>> 

'I' 4 3 c/>2 (3.17) 

where p( •) is tl1e probability density function of cjl and N /2 is the 
0 

two-sided spectral height of n(t). The steady state rrodulo 27r solutim 

is of principle interest (i.e. !~ = O) since it characterizes stea&.1 

state system behavior. Therefore equation (3.17) becorres 

d 4 
dcj> G(<fi)p(<fi) - NP(<fi)p(<fi) = c CC-constant) (3.18) 

0 

Conparing equations (3.15) and (3.16), we can see that 

P(cp) = - KK sin 2cj>
0 

G(¢) = K (4+2cr2)
0 

Using these results in equation (3.18), integrating and invoking the 

boundary oonclition p(7r) = p(-7r) , yields the probability dan3ity function 

(pdf) of the loop phase error as 

p(cp) = NC exp[U(cjl)] (3.19) 

where N is a normalization constant and the potential function U{<j>) is c 

given by 

.U(cp) == acos 2cjl 

/J. Kwhere Cl = . . 2 
N {2+cr )

0 

An explanation of the pdf derivation is given in Appendix 3C and 

~(<fi) is plotted against cjl in Fig 18. 
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3.4 Results and Conclusions 

The loop phase detector characteristic (S-curve)-G{cj>) is a 

sinusoidal function. In equation (3.12), it is seen that G(cJ>)=sin 2cp 

and this is plotted in Fig 17. This S-curve is independe.11t of the 

signal to noise ratio. Also, the loop integral-differential equaticn 

in (3.12) shavs that this estimate-aided loon structure is similar to 

the conventional Costas loop [30]. We note that the loop exhibits the 

desired stable lock points at cj>=0° and <1>=180° • This shows that only 

two phase arrbiguities exist for offset QPSK system which is true since 

the bit transitions for one binary channel occur at the middle of the 

bit intervals for the other channel. Thus a 180° phase a'llbiguity cannot 

exist. A detailed discussion of the phase ambiguity in an offset QPSl( 

system is given in [3] [ 4] arid [7]. 

In chapter 2, we establis~ed expressions for the average probabil

i ty of syrrbol error conclitioned on a given loop phase error. Fran these 

expressions and the pdf p{<j>) of the carrier phase error in (3.19) associat

ed wit~ the carrier tracking loop, we can,assuming that a 11genie 11 correctly 

resolves the quadrant phase arrbiguity, corrpute the average symbol error 

probability as 

rr/2 
PE= 2 J Pe{<P)p{cJ>)d¢ {3.20) 

-rr/2 

where p(¢) is given by (3.19) and Pe{cJ>) is given by (2.65) or (2.66). 

'11.his estl.mate-aided loop requires exact rrultiplication of the 
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G(<ji) 

Fig.17 · The phase detector characteristic (S-curve) 

for estimate-.aic.ed carrier tracking loop. 

http:estimate-.aic.ed
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precise analog wideband multiplier are both difficult to inplerrent a..'ld 

exr.ensive. 'Ihus the loop described in this chapter may be difficult to 

i.r.lpleiront. Also the ti.m;; delays required may be a problem for this loop 

structure since no decisim has been wade before any feedback cperation, 

and analog delay lines must be used. In the next chapter, we will in

vestigate decision-directed feedback. carrier tracking 10q1 structures 

which tend to avoid the prc::blems TIEntioned above. Decision feedback. has 

the advantage that the quantities being fed back are clean clecisims which 

even though they ro@J be in error are noise free. 



OIAPTER 4 

DECISION. DIRECTED FEEDBAG< I.OOP 

4.1 	 Introduction 

Due to the irrplerrentation and tirre delay problems for t.n.e ·estir.-ate 

data-aided loop, a suppressed carrier quadriphase decisim feedback loop 

which has been rrodified to accorrodate the offset QPSK duchinai:y signal 

is investigated in this chapter. Si.men and Smi.th also m:xlified a sllni.lar 

decision feedback loop structure to accrnmdate QASK signals [6J and off

set QASK signals [7]. In our system, the rocxlificatim of the basic 

structure is the inclusion of sarrple and hold circuit elerrents in the in

phase and quadrature arrrs·, and srr.e delay elerrents. The three-level 

deaXler output is t.'1en fed back for tracking purposes. 

4.2 	 Develorm;mt of the Stochastic Integro-differential Equation of 

Operation for a decision-feedback Lc:op. 

T:1e lo~ structure is illustrated in Fig 19. The received signal 

y' (t) is c1emodulated to obtain base!Jand signals, rI (t) and r (t) , in the
0 

I-channel and Q-channel respectively. Similar to the developrrent in 

chapter 2, tl1e sampled seqrences of r (t) and rQ(t) at the tirres t=(2k-l)T1 

and t=2kT (k integer) are given as 

a"'1d 	 {4.la} 

+ N	 (2k) J
0 

(4.lb) 
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where K is the voltage-controlled oscillator (VOJ) rms a111plitude, Kn is
1 

t11e phase detector gain a"'ld <j> ( t) is the loop phase error as de-fined pre

viou5ly. 

The sarrpled sequences are t:!:1e.11 passed through the threshold 
A 

detector to obtain the outputs ~ and ~ having the three valres ±2 or _0. 

At the sa.-rre ti.Ire the signals rI(2k-l) and r (2k) are passed through the
0 

hold circuits having a hold tirre of 2T sec. Thus the 

outputs of the hold circuits for the I- a11d Q-d1w111els can be written 

= 	 l rI(2k-l)g(t-iT) i=2k-l 
i {4.2a)and 

r 1 {t) = ~ rQ(2k)g(t-jT) j=2k

Q J 


(4.2b) 

assuming ti1at g ( t) is a rectangular pulse shape ( g { t) =l for, O< t< 2T) , rI (t) 

and r0(t) can he rev.rritten as 

iT. <t < {i+2)T 

and 	 (4.3a) 

jT. <t < (j+2)T 

where (4 .3b) 

~ 
ti 
= ~ + ~-1 

~ ~ c\ + c\-1 

D ~ 
Q 

4 \' d 
;r l n 

n 1 

{-1) k-n-1 

2 - 4(k-n-l) 

D
I 
~ !I 

1T 
n 

c 
n 1 

(-l)k-n 

- 4 (k-n) 2 (4 .4) 

http:t:!:1e.11
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Tr1c la.-1 "ass sicpal rr (t) is t:1en delayed by 'r sec a'1ci. cross-
A 

multirlied by the currer1t <lata decision FQ. At tile sa:re ili:e, the 
A 

currc..'1t data decision RI is delayed by T sec and cross-multiplied by t.11e 

signal r0(t) . The diff crenre is then fed ac; an error signal to the 

loop filter F(p). 'l'his error siqnal,c.enoted by e(t) ,is qiven by 

A 

e(t) = [ exp(-pT)11:] [r0(t)] - [ exp(-pT)rJ:(t) ] [RQ] ( • )4 5

iT < t < (i+l}T 

i.~C»l, as !'reviously the insta'1.taneous frecp.l°JlC'J of t'le v'CO output is 

!'rorort..i.01al to the filtered error signal via t'le r~lation 

. 
A 

e(t) = K F(n)e(t} (4 .6)v ~ 

where .1{ is the VCO c:rain L1 ra<l/V/sec a..1d t'le dot denotes cif ferentiation v 
A 

w. r. t. tirre. RecallL1g t"iat e ( t} =e (t) -cp (t) , we can writc . 
A 

;p (t) = e ( t) - e ( t) 

=e(t) - K :F(n)e(t) (4. 7)v 

Substituting (4. 5) in.to ( 4 • 7) , we obtci..in 
A I 

;p (t} = S ( t) - KvKnl<l [m·-.'f' (-p'l') F (p) ] [P'I (RQcoscp+D1smcp+2.JQ) 

A ' 

- !h(PTcoscp-D()::;mqi+ NI) J (4.8) 
""" 

Therefore, 
A A A A 

~(t) = e(t) -K "F(p)e:>..yi(-pT) [(11:~-iu11:)cosqrr(R_rD1+1t2DQ}sincp0
I I 

(4 .9)+ R:INQ -\Fr 1 

where Ka= KIK K (4 .10} mv 

Under the sa.rre assllIT!'tions as rr.ade in cha~ter 3, we can take the 

statisticc.l average of t11e stocl-iastic equation over the data. 

http:RQcoscp+D1smcp+2.JQ
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Thus let 

and 

{4 .11) 

Assuining that the loop is first od!er (i.e. F{p)=l), then the stomastic 

integro-differential equaticn describing loop operation can be rewritten 

as 

(4 .12) 

Since we assured WL« l/2T as in{3.10), eX!)(-jwT) is ~"JProx..i.mately 

unity for all w t.vithin t.11e loop bandwidth, and frcm a steady state 

performancn standpoint, it ca"'l be neglected. Ho:1ever, t.'1e delay elerrents 

are i.firx>rta"'lt in assurL11g that the rI (t). and r0(t) signal ccmp01.ents are 

"' "' 
multiplied by t.'1e ~ and RQ decisions corresrxnding to the sar:e synbol 

interval. 

4. 3 Evaluaticn of the loop phase c.etector characteristic (S-curve) -G( <f>) • 

The loop S-curve G(4>) of equaticn (4.11) can be written as 

(4.13) 

where 

"' "' 
G1(<f>) = E[(R:rDr+RQDQ) l<1>Ct)]sin<1> ( 4 .14) 

"' ,.. 
G2 (<f>) = E ( {l\IU-RoR:r) I<f> {t)] oos<j> (4.15) 

A 

rEte:rminaticn of the S-curve G{<f>) requires evaluaticn of E{R:rDrl <p) 

and E{~~l<f>> only, sinre E{foDol<f>)=ECRrDrl<t>> and E{IuRrl<1>>=-ECRrIQl<1>> 

{Appendix 4A) • 
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c:lefore evaluating G(~), :·Je r1ake tlle apE'roxm.ation in order to 

permit straight for.-..rar<l evaluation that 

DQ = ! [ <\:-1 + ~ c\ + ~ <\-2 ] 
4 1 1 (4.16)DI = 1T [ ~ + 3 ~+l + 3 '1.;:-1] 

The i.urst case for ta}:ing ooly t.l-iree symbols can be evaluated as 

4 1 1 20D =- [ l+-+-] =
Q 1T 3 3 31T 

where we have assurred '\, <1-~-l and <\:_2equal 1. 

'Ihe cnrresp:>nding situaticn for taking an infir1ite nurrber of syr.ibols 

into accnunt :!:or o and DI is equal 3/1T as i.'1 equatioo (2 .64) •
0 


The r-erCEntage error in this case is 


ic2-s/3>
1T 100 % = 16.67 % ( 4 .17} 
!c2)
1T 

Bearing this in mind, we can evaluate G( ¢) • i:.'Ia.,v we note that 

~ = 2, 0 or -2 
A 

~ = 2, 0 or -2 


4 1 1 

DQ = ;[ <\:-1 + 3 cl;: + 3 <~-2] 


4 1 1 

DI = ;£ ~ + 3 '1<-1 + 3 ~+1 ] 


~ = '1< + '1<-1 


and define the sets 

D = { c\-l' <\1 c\_2 } 

(4 .18)c = { ~, ~-1' '1;:+1 } 
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<:le 	 can no.-1 evaluate E [ ~P'QI :Pl as 

A 

=E[ 	E( ~P'QjC,D,¢)] 
"' ,.. 	 ,.. "' 

=E[ 	2P'Ql~=2 ]Pr[ ~=2!¢,C,D] + E[ -2P'Ql~=-2]Pr[~=-2jcp,C,D] 
A 	 A 

=I I 21\2[ Pr(~=2l<j>,C,D) - Pr(~=-2l:p,C,D) ]Pr(D)Pr(C) 
c D - A A 

= 2 	I RQ { I [ Pr(P1:=2 l cp,C,D) - Pr(~=-2 I<1>,C,D) ]Pr(C) } Pr(D) 
D C 

(4 .19) 
Similarly 

A 

E[ 	%~l<i>J .., 
A 	 A 

=2 	 I RI { I [ Pr(JU=2j :p,C,D) - Pr(~=-2j¢,C,D)]Pr(D) }Pr (C) 
c D 

(4.20) 
E[ ~Dij <j>] 

A 

A 

= 2 	I DI { L [ Pr(~=2 j <P ,C,D} - Pr(~=-2l<J>,C,D)]Pr(D) } Pr(C) 
C D 

(4 .21) 
A 

E[ 	~DQI cp] 
A 	 A 

= 2 	I DQ { I [Pr(P'Q=2 j <j>,C,D) - Pr(RQ=-2j$,C,D)]Pr(C) } Pr(D) 
D C (4.22) 

Fran equation (4. 3) , it can be shmm that 
I 

NI= r 1 (2k-l) - 11:oosqi + DQsin<j> 	 {4.23) 

I 

NQ 	= rQ (2k) - RQCOS<j> - Disin<j> (4 .24) 

Conditioned on the phase error tf>, and the symbols '1<:'~-l'<\'~-l and 

' '\:-2 , NI is Gaussian distributed and thus the conditicnal probability 

density function (pdf) for rI(2k-l) is 

p(r1 (2k-l) l~coscp-DQsin$) 

1 	 2= exp[ - (rQ(2k)-ILcoscp-Disin:p) /2cr2J 	 (425)
&a 	 U 
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Similarly, t.~e oonditianal pdf for rd 2k) is 

p[ rQ(2k) l~roscf> + o1sincf>.] 

1 . 2 2 
= -- exp [ - {rQ {2k) -R-roscf> - n1sincf>) /2a ] {4.26)

&a Q 

Henoo 
A 

Pr(R:£=2 I cf> ,C,D) 

= ( ___!__ exp[ - (r1f~-l)-R:£coscf>+DQsincp) 2/2a2 Jcr1 (2k-l) 1 &a 

. 1-R:£ros<j>+DQsincf> (4.27) 
= Q( ·. ) 

a 

1where Q(x) ~ - - r exp(-y2/2)cy
& x 

Similarly, 

A 

Pr( R:r=-2 Icf>,C,D) 

-- 1-1 l_ exp[- (r1 C2k-1)-R:£roscf>+D
0

sincf>) 2/2a2 Jdr1{2k-l) 
-co 12ifcr 

. : 1 +R:rcoscj>-DQsincf> 
=Q { ) (4 .28). 

a 

Therefore 

Pr{~=2l<f>,C,D) - Pr{~=-2lcp,C,D) 

1-R:rroscf>+DQsincp l+R:rroscp-n sincf> 


=Q { . - ) - Q { 0 ·. ) (4 .29)a a · 

In a similar manner, we obtain 

Pr{~=2lcf>,C,D) - Pr{~=-2!cp.C,D) 
1-P'Qros<j>-Disincp l+P'QOJScf>+Disincp 

=Q(--·------) - Q{-- ) {4.30)
a a 
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The detailed evaluation of the loop phase detector characteristic 

G($) is sha.vn in A!"1F"'.Jldix 4B where G(cf>} is given by equatim (4.13.6) . 

T'ne functioo c; (4>) we obtained for this loop structure is plotted· 

versus 4> in Fig 20 over the interval (-lT/2,n/2) for different values of 6. 

where 6. is defined ac; d/a • He note that when 6. is STTlall, besides the 

desired stable lock point at $=0°, G( $) exhibits anot..tier stable but 

tmdesirable lock point at cp90°. As 6. increases, the number of undesir

able lock point.c; Lricreases. The loop exhibits as nany as 10 undesirable 

lock points wihtin this interval. These unresirable lock points cannot 

be resolved by differential ca:ling of. any of the data bits in the trans

mitted symbols and must be resolvad by an anprcpriate prefix sequence. 

This creates a najor prdl1ern in operation of this loop, particularly 

during initi.al acquisiti0i1. 

We note that the fundanental period of these S-curves is from -Tr/2 

to tr/2. This sha.-ls that to obtain carrier syndrrcn.izatim using the 

decision-directed feedback loop for the offset QPSK duobinacy signal, 

only a two-fold phase ambiguity needs to be resolved. various rretilods 

to resolve the phase an'biguibJ problem have been suggested and discussed 

in [20} [21] • This prd::>lem is not discussed further here • 

.. 

4 .4 Evaluation of the noise flmctioo H(4>) 

From equation (4.11) the noise function H(4>) is given by 
A ? A2 

H (<I>) = E [ ~1<I> ( t) ] + E [ 1UIcl> ( t) ] 

Follc:wing the sane procedure as shavn in the previous sectim, H(4>) is 

evaluated an.d shCJNn in Appendix 4C. The noise function in equation (4C.5) 
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G{ cp) 

-0. 

Fig.20.Phase detector characteristic (S-curve) for 

decision directed feedback carrier tracking loop 
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Fig.21 Noise function for 3-level decision feedback (decision directed feedback 

and half-shifted decision directed feedback) carrier tracking loop structure. 
co 
U1 
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is plotted versus cl> . for various values of ll in Fig 21. 

4.5 'Ihe probability density functicn of the phase error process 

The Fokker-Planck technique can be applied to obtain the steady 

state probability density functim p(cj>} of the rrodulo-211' reduced phase 

error. 

T'ne stoa11astic integro-diffe:rential equation of aquaticn {4.U) 

is written as 

~ (t) = e(t) -K [G(<j>) + Hl/
2 

(cj>)Ne (t)]
0 

=!".!o - KOG(<j>) - KOH
1

/ 
2 

Cq,)Ne(t) (4.29) 

where n is the Doppler shift in the input frequmcy from its nominal
0 

value of w0 and K0 is the open loop gain defined as K
1
KmKv. We .assurre 

as previou:;ly that the loop is a first order loq:> wit..11 zero detuning 

(i.e. n · = O). Therefore p(cj>) satisfies the equatim
0 

2d 1 ad? c Ao<<l>>P<cJ>> 1 = 2~£ Bo<<t>>P<<I>> 1 (4.30) 
d.p 

where 

A (cj>) = - K G(¢)
0 0

B0 (cj>) = N0K~H(cj>)/2 (4. 31) 

The soluti.m to (4.30) is well knam [19] a."ld is given by 
·- 9 ~Ao (:K):'--:-B,.. (x) 

p(<f>)= cl exp c b -··Bo <x>"' ax l (4 .32) 

Sti:>stituting equation (4.31) into (4.32) gives 

p(cp) = C exp [ _ fcp aG(~+H' (XL.ax ] (4 .33)
1 O H(x) 

where 
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p (cp) 

5. 

o.=100 

3. 

2. 

1. 

Fig.22 Probability density function of the phase error 

for the decision directed feedback carrier tracking loop 
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The pdf of the phase error as given by equatim (4.33) is evaluated 


nurrerically and plotted versus <j> for various values of !!J. in Fig 22. 


4.6 Discussions 

In this chapter, we have evaluated a suppressed-carrier dicisicn 

feedback carrier syna.11ronizaticn loop for offset QPSK duobinary signal 

and analyzed its tracking ability. Ulfortunately, b.'lere are mnrerous 

false lock points present in t~e S-curve and t~ese will cause a raajor 

acnuisition 	?roblem. It thus appears that the loop structure proposed 

in this d1apter cnulrl not be used without t.~e use of special prefix data 

sequences both during i."'litial acxruisiticn and duri.'1a recover.1 of lock 

after sare fonn of loss suc~1 as a na·1er failure or a eee-c. fade •. 
~ 	 . 

To avoid this problem, we will in the next di.apter investigate 


m:xlified decision directed l<X>p structures. 




017\.PTLR :.J 

SIHF'l".t:D NJD Hl\.LF-SHI.F?ED DECISia·~-DIRECIBD 

P-£EDclAGC CARRIER TFACKL-JG LOJP STRUCTURES. 

5 .1 ~;:-1if ted c.1ecision-direct.ed f P-eeoack loop 

5 .1, 1 Introduction 

In the nrec:ec.1L'1.cr c11apter, a loop structure \·las develored i.'1 

which t.1-ie bascbanC:. signals in I-c'lann2l and Q-c..'iannel were saillpled 

at the tires t=(2k-l)T and t==2}::T reqpectively. These two sattpled 

si0:1al sequcnCEs were then !1a-:;sed into a qua.1tizer ~-1here decisions 

were ma6e as 2, 0 or -2. Defore r..ecoc!ing into binarf values +1 or -1, 

these three level C:iGcisions were mea for feeC:!back pw:poses in the 

carrier rerovery system. In t.ltls section, we pro:!:XJSC anot.11.er lcop 

strucblre '.·1l-1id1 is a r:nclifica.tion of the one described i"!1 chapter 4. 

In this 1009 c~es.ign, the t.lrree-level estirn.ated data is. used mainly to 

reoover the original data sequenCXJs. For feedback Purposes, t.11e I

channel and Q-c..1-iarmel baseband analog signal are sampled at the tines 

t=2kT and t=(2k+l)T resrectively. This shifted Sarf!'ling :L'1stant 

design nakes tl1e samplL'1.g instc"1..'1t at t~ :i;:eak of the syrrbol pulse we 

wish to detect. These Selq)led sequenres are t..hen passed to a quantizer 

where the decision is rnade to 1 when the sarcpled value is greater than 

zero and the decision is made to -1 whe.'1 the sampled value is less than 

zero. These binary clecisions are ti.11en used for feedback purposes. Tne 

operation of this lOCJ!? is quite sinilar to the previous .loop and we shall 

be· brief i.11 the nrescntatic:n of the develoarent of its equation of 

Of)2ration. 

89 
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5.1.2 Leep a1alysis 

The loop structure is illustrated in Fig 23. Sina? the derrodulat

ed baseba1d signals r (t) arid r Ct) are, resrectively, sar.pled at t..11e.
1 0 

ti."'TEs t=2kT and t= (2k+1) T, we ca."1 write down the sarrpled sequenres r 
1 

(2k) 

and r
0 

(t) as iJ1 ( 3. 6) 

and (5 .la) 

(5 .lb) 

where K is the VOJ rrns amplitude, Km is the phase detector gain and1 

N (2k) and N (2k+l) are Gaussian randan variable. The sanples are t..~n
1 0 

passed through quantizers where the decisicx1 +l is made when r (2k) or
1 

r (2k+l) is greater than zero and the decision -1 is made when r 1 (2k)
0 

or r (2k+l) is less than zero. We note that, fran equaticn (5.1), these
0 

decisions are affected by infinite nurrber of inte:rsyrrbol interferenre terms 

(ISI) dua to t.11e adjarent pulses. Also, the redumd signal anplitude, 

the quadrature distortion tenn and additive Gaussian noise affect the 

correctness of this decision rr.aking. But this tirre cnly two synbols are in t..11.e 

rrt.iadrature term instead of cu1 infiriite nu'Jber of symbols. These sarrpled seq

umces r (2k) and r (2k+1) are then passed to the hold circuits which
1 0 

hold the signal for a 2T sec tirre interval. Thus the outputs r:i: (t) and 

r0Ct) of t.11e hold circuit in I-channel and Q-channel, respectively, can 

be expressed by 



XI(t} 

0 
90 

r 
0 

(t) 

Hold 

2T
t=2kT 

VO) 

t=(2k+l)'r 

rl:(t} ne1ay 1 

T 

F(p} 

'<...-7 

e(t} 

+ 

rI(~) 

~J.! 

Fig. 2 3 Shifted 

decision directed feedback 

carrier tracking loop 

(k integer) 

.i.'""sc •LI• r1 {2k-J:l3~~:;1 j+: or \ {an} ~ 
1 

. mapper. 

"" rI(2k) _l~I ~ 
-1 

a ZI(t) 
1 

I I ~lay 
I 

r---
rQ(t} ZQ(t)Hold 


2T 


I r 0 (2k+l1 J +l~ I ~ I 

{bn} ~ t== ~r-~vell rl or I 1' . slioor - ,.:~~r 
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= l rI(2k)g(t-2kT) (5.2a) 
k: 

= l rQ(2k+l)g(t-(2k+l)T) (5.2b) 
k 

Again, we assurre ttiat g(t) is a :rectangular pulse which is equal 1 

for O < t < 2T. 'Ihus we can write 

4 ( l)k-n
rr'(t) = KIK { -1 c - 2 OOS<j> - ( d+<l _l)sinq, +.NI(2k)} 

m ~ n n 1 - 4(k-n) 1c Jc 

2kT _:: t < (2k+2) T 
and 

4 (-l)k-n
rQ' (t) = K K { - I d --· oos<j> + ( '1<+c. +l)sin<1> + NQ(2k+l)}

I m n n n _ 4 (k-n)2 . -k1 
(2k+l) ~ t < (2k+3)T 

(5.3) 

rI (t) ic; then delayed by T sec a1d cross-multiplied by the current data 
A 

estini.ate <1c which is the output of t}).e Q-channel quantizer. Sinilarly 
A 

r0(t) is cross-multiplied by the current data est:L"tlate 'i (delayed by T 

sec). T'ne diffe:renre is tl-ien fed as an error signal to b'le loop filter 

F(p). 'Ihus the error signal e(t) is give.'1 by 

A A 

e(t) = [exp(-pT)~] [r0(t)] - <1clexp(-pT)rI{t)] (5.4) 

Therefore, oorresponding to the kth transmission syrtx:>l, the error sig

nal e ( t) can be rewritten as 

4 (-l)k-nA A 

e(t) = K K exP{-p'r) [ - I c. d oos¢ + c. Cc;:-+c._+ >sin9
I m - - ~ K n _4 Ck;:!!/i2 K • • K 1

1 

+ NQ· (2k+l) ~ - ! l ~ c (-l)'~ cos<f> + d (d, +d, l) sin<j> 
r-. n n K n _ 4 (k-n) 2 K K K1 

A 

- N (2k)d,
I K 21':.T t (2k+l)T 

! ~ (5.5) 
Recalling that a(t)=K F(p)e(t) and e(t)=O(t)-q,(t), T.ve obtain v 
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A(t) =S(t) - K P(n)c(t)
'I' 	 v 

A 

= S{t) - K
0
F(p)e;-<?(-pr){ ['1< ('1<+<\.+1) +c\c (c11/<\-1> Jsin~ 

A ( -	 A ( l) k-n 	 l) k-n4 	 4+ 	 [--Ic.c1 -·-/:de ]coscj> 
1T :n Kn 1 - 4(k-n) 2 

1T n Kn 1 -4(k-n) 2 

+ NQ(2k+l)~ - NI(2k)~'k } (5.6) 

w:Lere K =K K i~ is the oren loon gain.
0	 1 n v - ~ 

Agai.11 maki:nq the same assurm.tions as in the previous a1alyses 

,.,here the loop band·:1idt.1 is ass.u.."'.Bd to be very muci1 small wi t"l reSfBct 

to t11e clata rate, ·we C0..'1 tc1ke t:1e statistical average of :G1e stochastic 

i.1D:.~ro-differential equatim in (5 .6) over tl-ie data to obtain 

l·-n 	 k-n.1. A ( -1) •> - .<.t A 

+ E [ ( -=- l c. c1 	 ..., - ...:. l d.c (-1) } I¢]oos.p 
1T K n 1 (' ) ..... 1T -k n ? 

n 1 - '- r;:-n n 1 - 4(k-n)

+ [ r:: (~~ I¢ ( t) ) +E ( ~~ I¢ ( t) ) ] l/2
Ne ( t) } 

(5.7) 

where Nc(t) is approximately white Gaussian r:ioise of single-sided 

S!:X3ctral eensity N Watt/Iiz .
0 

A A 

NCH let G( ¢) = E [(~ (CJ./'1-c+1)+<\ «\+<\-1> I<P] si...19 

+ E[( ! I d (-l)k-n -±J: ; c (-l)k-n2) ]cos<!>A 

1T n ~ n 1 - 4 (k-n) 2 irn c;,::. n 1-4 (k-n) 

a.'1d 

(5. 8) 

•• o o 	 oA2 • A2 •
Si.nm the statistical average over ~ and c1k_ cnnd.1.tior1ed on <P 

are equal 1, ·we f inC. tl1at H ( .p) is equal 2. 
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A..c:;suming the loop is a first order loop and exronential factor 

exp(-p'l') ==l as before, equation (5. 7) can be written as 

~(t) = S(t) - K [G($) + 2Ne(t)]0 

= e(t) - 2K0 [G(<jJ)/2 + Ne(t)J (5 .9) 

5.1.3 Evaluation of the loop phase detector characteristic(S-cur;ve}-G(ct>) 

The S curve G(cl>) can be written as 

(5 .10) 

where 
A A 

G1(ct>)= E[('kC<1/'k+l)~(ck+~_1)) I<Pl 

A A ((-l)k-n l)k-n4 4
G2(ct>}= E{l;I 'ken 2 - ; l c\:Cn - 2ll<1>} 

n 1-4 (k-n) n 1-4(k-n) 

A (5 .11) 
r::etermination of the S-curve requires evaluation of E[<i(<i+~+l} l<fll 

• • 4 1) k-nA ( A 

&'1d E .. { [ ; l <idn - 1I<P} only sinreE[<i(~/~+l> I~]=2n 1 -4(k-n} - . 

A A Ak-n k-n 
E[<\Cc\+~_1>lci>l andE{ciI <id (-l) 1l<P}=:.;E{liI ~c C-l) 11<>}

2 2
ir n n 1 -4 (k-n) ·ir n n 1 -4 (k-n) 

(Appendix SB). 

Again, we make the approximation that only the adjacent two syrrbols 
A A 

affect the detection of~ in I-channel. Thus E[~~l<l>l and E[~~+il<Pl 

can be written aS 

and 
A A 

E[<i<i+ll<Pl = E[ E(~~+ll<j>,C,D) l<Pl 
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where 	we define the sets 

c = {~, 'lc+l' '1<-1} 

D = {ck' <\-1 } 

Similarly to equation (4 .19), we can shav that 
A 

E[ ~'lcl<l>l 

=I 'le {I [Pr(~=ll<J>,C,D) - Pr(~=-ll<J>,C,D)]Pr(D)}Pr(C)
C D 

(5 .12) 
From equation (5 .1) , we can write 

N1 (2k) = r 1 (2k)- ~('le+ h+l+ h_1)cos¢+(c'k+~_1)sincj> 
4 . 1 1

NQ(2k+l)= rQ(2k+l)- :;Cc\+ r\.+i~-1}cos<j>-(CJc+'1<+l)sincj> 

Conc~itioned on the phase error ¢ and the syrrbols ~, '1c+1 , '1<.-l' ~ 

and c\-l' N1 (2k) is Gaussia..'1 dis triliuted, a.'1d the canditicned rxlf o~ 

r 1 (2k) is 

~(C;c+h+l+ h-l)COS<j> - ('\~-l)sin¢) 
[rI(2k)-4("k+ h+1+ h-_i:cos~/rr+C'1,;""\:-ilsin~J 2 )

= 1 ·exp{ 2ilio 	 · 2o 

(5.13) 

Similarly, the conditioned pdf of r (2k+l) is 
0 

4 1 1 
p[ rQ(2k+l_) I ;< c\+ ft+l+ j<\_1)coscp +( ~/'1<.+l}sincj> ] 

4 1 1 . . . 2 
= 1 exp{- [r0 (2k+l)- ~~~/ ~;:+l+ °¥1;:-l}coscj>-(~/Sc+l)sincp] } 

2
12-ITa 	 2a

(5.14) 

Pr(~;:=ll 1> ,C,D) 

= [ 	 ~[r1 (2k) 1~<'1,;:+ ~<:.+l+ h_1}c:os9-(dK+c\:-i)sir1¢]dr (2k.)1 
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4( 1 1 ) (1 cl ) ·1T 'i + 3 '1<+1+ 3 ~-1 cos¢- ~+ -k-1 sin.¢ 
= 1- Q [--·-------·--------·------]

a 
(5.15)Similarly, 

A 

Pr(~=-ll<j>,C,D) 

4 1 1 
;<ci/ 3 ~+l+ 3 '1c-1>oos<j> - (<\+ <\-1)sin<1> 

= Q [ ------ -------------]
CJ 

(5.16)From equations (5.15) and (5.16), 

A A 

Pr{<i=ll<j>,C,D)-Pr('1<_=-ll<1>1C,D) 


4 1 1 

;<~/ 3 'i+l+ 3 ~-l)ooscp - (c\+t\_-1)sin<j>

= 1 -2Q [ -----------·-;· ------------] 

(5 .17) 

In the sa're rna'IDer, E[<\c\I <j>] and E[ c\<\-ll Q>] ca.1 be e>.."Pressed as 

A 

E[ '\:<\I ¢1 

=I c\U [Pr(~c=ll<1>,C',D') - Pr(t\=-ll<J>,C',D')]Pr(C')}Pr(D') 

D' C' 
(5 .18) 

arid 
A 

E[ t\t\-11 <j>] 

= l t\-1 { l [Pr(<\_=ll<j>,C',D') - Pr(c);:=-llcp,C',D')]Pr(c') }Pr(D') 
. D' C' 

(5 .19) 

wh~re we define t.11e sets 

C' = {'1<, ~+l } 

D' = {<\, <\+1' c\c-1 } 

'l'h.us ~·1e con evalute 

Pr(ck=11 ¢ ,C' ,O') 


= ( ;_J[rQc21;:+1> I ~<')/ ~1~+1+ ~-1>cos<1>+<ci/q~+1>sin¢1drQ(2k+1> 

() 
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4( 1 l~ l, ) ( ) . 
:; ck+ Yk+l+ Y'k-1 cos¢ + ~+~+l sin$ 

= 1 - Q 
. 
[---·---------

0 
. ------] 

(5.20} 
arid 

A 

Pr('\:=-l!cp,C' ,D') 


= J0 
p [r0 (2k+1) I ~(dk+ ~k+1+ ~-l) ens¢+ (~+~+1>sin</>) clrQ (2k+1) 


-00 

(5 .21) 

Hence from equations (5.20) and (5.2l)we cc:m write that 

A A 

Pr(<~=l I¢ ,C' ,D' )-Pr(~=-11 ¢ ,C' ,D') 


~(c\+ ¥k+l+ ~\_1)coscp+(~+'1<+l)siJ14>

= 1 - 2Q ( ----- . ] (5.22}

0 

G (4>) is evaluated in An~nclix SC.l.
1 

To evaluate G (¢) , we sim::>lY need to evaluate the following
2 

conditional exnectations: 

(5 .23) 
A • 

Because the decision~ is depeneant only m <\and Ck-l{5.la) in 
A 

t.'le Q-channel and the decision <\ is depencar1t mly on '1'_ and '1<.+ {5 .lb}1 

in the I-channel,. ot.'ler uncorrelated symbols will result in zero when 

tahii."lg the statistical average. 

Similar to eauation {4.19), the four oonditimal expectations in 

equation (5 .23) can be written a3 follows: · 

E(~c~!<P) = l ~ {L [Pr(~=ll9,C,D) - Pr(~=-ljcp,C,D))Pr(C)}Pr(D} 
D C 

(5 .24) 

http:Ck-l{5.la
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A 

E('1<~-1I cf>) 

= 	 I t\-1 n [Pr(~=ll <I> ,C,D) - Pr(~=-1I4> ,C,D) ]Pr(C) }Pr(D) 
D C 

(5.25) 
E('1<t\I cp) 

= 	l '1< {l [Pr(~=ll cj>,C' ,D') - Pr(~=-11 cj>,C' ,D') ]Pr{D') }Pr{C') 
C' . D' 

A 

A (5.26)
E(~'1c+1l <J>) 

=I c. {1 [Pr(d_=ll<J>,C',D')- Pr(d=-l!cf>,C' ,D')]Pr(D') }Pr(C')
C' K+1 D' K 	 -k 

(5 .27) 

where we define the sets C={'lc, 'lc+l' 'lc-l} , D={<\_, ~-1} , 

C'= {~, '1<+l} and D'= {t\, t\+l' t\_1}. 

In ~dLx SB, it can be sha·m t.~at 
A 	 A 

E{'1<~14>) = - E('lct\l<f>) 

and 
A 	 A 

E{~c\_-1 1<1>> = - E{~+l~lcf>) 

G2 (<J>) is evaluated in Appendix SC.2 and G(cp) is evaluated in 

Appendix 5C.3 • 

The fmction G(¢) is plotted ~rsus cf> for various values of 6. 

in Fig 24. We note that false lock points are still ex.'ribited in the 

s-curve. Fbr 6.=»-, four mdesirable lock points exist in the fundanental 

period (-11/2,11'/2) of this G(¢) cw:ve. As rrer1tioned previously, we 

thu<3 need a prefix seqlE.Ilro to lock at the desired point (¢=0°) • Thus 

tl1e p-:?rfo:rmance of this loop structure is still not satisfactory in the 

s~ sense as the loop of charter 4. 
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-0. 

Fig.24 Phase cleb:o?ctor characteristic (S-curve) for 

shifted decision directed feedback carrier tracking loop 
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5 .1. 4 	 The probability density functim of t."le phase error process 

Parallel to the developrrent in section 4.5 ·we can obtain the 

steady state probability density function p(<fi) of the m:xiulo-21T 

redured phase error by using t.11e Fokker-Planck techniqt.e. 

The stochastic integro-differential equatim of the loop O?erat

ion is given as in equaticn(5.9) 

(5 .29) 

where 	K0=K1KmKv is the open loor gain. 

Assuning n =o as before, we obtain the soluticn for the steady
0

stat.e pd.f p(¢) in the fonn 

(5. 30) 

l,vhere a=2/N K is the loop signal-to-noise ratio and c is a no:rmalizat
0 0 2 

ion constant. 

The pdf of the '!'hase error as given by equation (5.30) is plotted 

versus <!> for various valres of 6 in Fig 25 a and for various valres of ain 
Fig 25b. 

5.1.5 	 Discussions 

Although this 100!? performs the carrier synchrmizatian ftmctim, 

the ~rfor.nanre is not satisfactory dre to th.e q.poearance _Qf ~as ~y a.s 

four uneesiroble· lock points in t'-le G(<!>) curve. T;.1us anot.."ier locp 

structure is iavestigated in the search for better nerforTP.a:ire in the 

folloNing sections. 
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o.=50 

Fig.25a 	Probability density function of the phase error 

for the shifted decision directed feedback carrier tracking 

loop 
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Fig25!J Probahilitv density :unction of the phase error 

for shifted decision direc'-...ed feedback carrier tracking loop 
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5.2 Half-shifted decision directed feedback carrier tracking 1cXJp 

5.2.1 Introduction 

The lcx:r> t,ve are going to investigate here is a rrodificaticn of 

the previous loop structures. T'ne rnry differenre is that the derrodul

ated base.1:>and signals in the I-channel and Q-chaTlrlels, before being 

passed to the hold circuits, are sarrpled at the tirres t=2kT a'1d t= {2k+ 1) T 

(k integer) instead. of t= {2k-l) 'I' and t=2kT respectively. Ho.·1ever, in 

the decision arms, the sa'1"J?ling tine for I -channel and Q-d1an..'1el are 

still, respectively, keepi.'1.g sampling at t={2k-l)T al"ld t=2k.T. In D.1i.s 

structure, delay elerrents are not necessary, only two sanple-and-hold 

circuits are required. Sinm the loop is similar to the previous loops, 

the a11alysis for tlus 100!1 is prese.11ted rather coocisely. 

5.2.2 IDop analysis 

The loop structure is illustrated in Fig 26 • The derroaulated 

baseband signals r I { t) &'1d rQ { t) i."1 t'1e I -channel a'1d Q-chan."lel deci

sion anns are sampled at tile tir:es t={2k-l) T and t=2kT. 'Ihe sarrpled 

seqt.¥>..nce are defi.:.'1ed in equations (4.3) and {4.4). 

Sirilarly to tl-ie analysis in section Sil, t.'le outputs r± (t) 

and rQ{t) of tl1: Scrtlplc-and-hold circuits in I-a.'larmel and Q-ci1armel 

can be represented by equations (5.3a) and (5.3b) res[X3ctively. Thus 

arid 2kT < t < (2k+2)T 

I 

rQ ( t) = :r~lItr, [ DQCOS'l> + R:rsinp + i:~Q (2k-l) 

(2k-l)'.P < t < (2k+l)T 



y' (t) 

(k integer) 

~(t) 

90 

1 
, 13-levet=(2k-l)T rI(2k-l~ slia~r 

r (2k)
I.---,

t=2kT I Hold 
r~ 2T 

vco 

Hold rQ(t) z (t)I _,(/\ 02T 

L 
rQ(2k-l) 

t=2kT 

r:i: (t) z (t) 

F(p) 

1 

e(t) 

+ 

r0 (2k) rr 3-leve~ RQ 

{a 
A 

}
n 

{bn}1 or 
I ...j _l !:I-

slim armer 
I-' 

*"" Fig.26 Half-shifted cbcision directed feedback carrier tracking loop 

0 
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where P'I, ~' D1 , DQ are defi.1.ed in equatic11 (4 .4). 

The lavrass signal r:i:Ct) is cross-multiplied by the current 
A 

data decision ~ and the 10.-1 pass signal r0(t) is cross-multiplied by 
A 

t.l-ie current data decision ~- The differenre is fed as an error signal 

to the loop filter F(p). This error signal, denoted by e(t), is thus 

given by 

(5.20) 

. 
A A 

~call that a(t) = K F(p)e(t) and a(t)=e(t)-q,(t), we can write 
v 

$Ct)= S(t) - K F(p)e(t) (5 .21)v 

Therefore substituting (5.20) into (5.21), we obtain 

A 

- IUl Drcosq, - R sinq, + NI.(2k) (5.22)
0

·where K =K K K is the or::en loon aair1.
0 1 m v - ·· 

The analysis whid1 follONS is based on t~e sarre assumption as 

made in c..'iapter 3, that we can take tl-ie statistical average of the 

stochastic equation in (5 .22) over ttie data to obtain 

$Ct)= S(t) - K F(p) [ G(<!>) + Hl/2 (cp)Ne(t) ] (5 .23)
0

where tJe(t) is anproxirnately white Gaussian noLse of single-sided 

srectral density NO Watt/Hz and 
A ~ ~ ~ 

G(<l>) = E [ (~P'I + ~RQ) I cf>] sincf> (t) + E [ (~DQ - ~DI) Icl>] ooscl>(t) 

and 

(5 .24) 

http:defi.1.ed
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In equation (5.24), the operation E{ ·} c.enotes t.11e statistical average. 

The separation of . the noise term into a white noise tenn multiplied by 

a phase-dependent term follo.vs the previously stated assumpticns in 

chapter 3. 

5 .2. 3 Evaluation of the loop pha5e detector characteristic(S-curve) -G( <j>) 

The 	loop S-curve of equation (5.23) can re written as 

(5 .25) 

where 
A A 

G
1 

( <j>) = E [ ( ~P'I+ RQ~) !<J>(t) ·] 	 (5 .26) 
A A 

G (<p) = E [ C~DQ- ~DI) !¢Ct) ] 	 (5 .27)
2 

.,._ A 	 ,.. A 

Since E(~RQlct>> = E(~~I<:>> and E(PtPrl<P> = - E(P'IDQl<l>> {Appendix 
A 

5 D), Cleterminaticn of the S-curve G{<P) requires evaluaticn of E{~R:rl cp} 
A 

and 	E(~o0 !4>> only. 

We make the sarre approximation as refore where 3 symbols in the 

quaorature distortion terms a.re taken into account instead of an infinite 

nu:lber of symbols for taking statistical averages. 

Referring- to the eefiniticns in equatlm (4 .18) a.'1.d, similar 

to the evaluation in (4 .19), ·we obtain the conditior1al expectations as 

follows: 
A 

E(~~I ¢) 

= 2 	 l R_rU [ Pr(~=21 cp,C,D) - Pr(~=-21 <j>,C,D) ]PrCm}Pr(C) 
C D 

(5 .28) 

http:follo.vs
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A 

E(~~l <!i) 

= 2 	1~ n [ Pr( !u=21·<jl,C,D) - Pr(lu=-2! <ti,C,D) ]Pr(C) }Pr(D) 
D - C (5 .29) . 

= 2 	 l DQ {I [ Pr(~=21~,C,D) - Pr(~=-2jcj>,C,D)]Pr(C)}Pr(D) 
D C (5. 30) 

EC~_Prl cJ>) 

= 2 	 l D {L [ Pr(Ju=2l<!i,C,D) - Pr(lu=-2!9,C,D)]Pr(D)}Pr(C) 

A 

1C D 
(5. 31) 

Similar to the analysis in section 4 .3, G
1 

«t» and G2 ('i>) are evaluated 

in Aprendix 5 E and 5 F respectively and the loop phase detector char

acteristic G( <P) is prese...'1ted in Appendix SG. 

The function G(<P) is plotted versus¢ for various.values of t:i. 

in Fig 27. We note that the fundanental period is from -TT/2 to Tr/2. 

As stated previou3ly, there is here only a two-fold phase ambiguity 

'i.vhen we obtain carrier synchronizaticx1 f ram this decisicn feedback 

loop for offset QPSK. This result is ~ agree.rre..1t v:rit.~ S.i!ron a'l.d_.Smith 's 

paper in [ 7]. In our analysis, we irrplicitly assurre that t..t-ie resolut

ion of phase arnbiguities can be acoorcplished P3rfectly. 

The S-curve G ( $) for t.1iis loop sha.-1s the irrproved perforrnanre. 

There are no tindesira1.Jle lock noints, besides the desirable lock poi.rit 

at cp=O 
0 

, for t:i. 
2 
less -e1a11 50 d3 (or t:i.= 7) • Another lock poi..'Lt at¢ =90° 

2 
is presented when ti. increases beyond this value a-id up to infinit 

The noise functio.1. i-1 (¢) is exactly the same as· in section 4 .4. 

As we car1 see the noise functia1 is an even functio..1. about ¢=90~ 
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Fig.27 Phase detector characteristic (S-curve) for half-shifted cJecision directed feedback 00 

carrier trad(:ing loop. 
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5.2.4 Probability c:ensity function of tlle phase error proress 

Following closely the evaluation as in section 4.5, p(<f>) ca.'1 

be evaluated as 

_ J<I> a.G(x) +H' (x) (5. 32)p(<ji) = C3exp[ 0 H(x) dx ] 

where a = 4/.·~ 1z is the 1009 signal-to-noise ratio and c is a norm
0 0 3 

alization ccnsta11t. Tt1e pelf of th2 rhase error as given uy equatim 

(5.32) is plotted versus <I> for various values of lJ. in Fig 23 a'1d plotted 

V8rsu5 <I> for various valtEs o~ l~ signal-to-noise ratio a in Fig 29. 

5.2.5 Discussims and ronclusions 

The G( q,) curve ·we Q')tained for this loop structure sho::1s better 

;:erforma'1re than the previous two loops suggested in chapter 4 and sect
2 

ion 5.1. For lJ. apprmd_rmtely less tllan 50c13 {or /J.<:: 7}, mly one 

desirable lock :x>i11t at o0 is exhibited in t.1-ie loop phase detector d1ar
2 

acteristic curve. For ti greater tl-ian 50c"t3 (approxi.ni.ately) , two undesir

able lode points at -90° and +90° wit11in the interval (-11/2,-n/2) appeared. 

The greatest possible phase error range for t.1-ie loop locking at -90° is 

from -97° to -83° cu1d the greatest possible phase error ra.'lge for t.'1.e loop 

locking at 90° is from 83° to 97°. 

If the intial phase error is kna.m, or a prefix data sequence 

is used as rrentioned previously, the a.1:>ove problem can be resolved and 

the loof) will be locked at the desired lock point (<j>=0°). 
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CHAP'l'ER 6 

CDNCLUSIO.'\JS Al.'JD FU1'URE STUDIES 

6 .1 C'CX~CLUSIONS 

A highly efficient digital radio conmunication system, the 

so-called offset QPSK duob:L.'1ary system has been investigated. The 

performance as a fmction of steauy-state phase error has been in

vestigated analytically 'and by simulation. 

Carrier recovery and its effects on the performance of this 

system have also been investigated in detail in this thesis. He 

have investigated four possible carrier regeneration loops, all based 

on the rem:xlulation pr:L.>i.ciple, a..1d analysed their steady-state operat

ing behavior. For each loop, analytical expressions for the loop 

detector characteristic (S-curve) and the steady-state phase error 

probability density function (p<lf) have been derlved. 

T'ne perforrrence of t..'1e corrrnmication system in the presence of 

phase jitter can be easily determined once the pdf of the steady-state 

phase error hci.s been obtained. 

The estimate-aided loop suggested in Chapter 3 requires hig:tl.y 

accurate analog wideband multiplier and delay lines which are'.both 

difficult to inplerre..'1t and expensive. However, it ex.'1ibits excellent 

steady-state behavior very similar to that of a conventional. Costas loop. 

Three other loop stru::tures have been proposed in chapters 4 

and 5. They essentially errploy data-aided carrier synchronization which 

112 
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is well known in the literature [9]. These loop structures avoid the 

irrplerrentation problems of the estimate data aided loop. The loop. 

suggested in section 5.2 shows better performance than the other b.o 

loops in Chapter 4 and in section 5.1. Therefore this loop structure 

is recomrended for possible irrplerrentation of an actual carrier recov

ery circuit. · 

6.2 Future Sttrlies 

Since the estimates (a,b) we obtained are not the maximum 

likeliJ1ood estimates, a further investigation for the irrplerrentation 

of the data detector to obtain rnaximun likelihood estirrates is 

suggested. The best decision directed loop ·we obtained in our stuly 

still exhibits 2 undesirable lock points at + 90° wit.Ji.in the interval 

. 2 2~ 2 2
(-1T/2,1T/2) for higher val.res of t:,. (t:,. =a /a ) • T'nese undesirable lock 

points may be dre to the 3-symbol-average approxirration we made in the 

derivation of the loop detector characteristic (S-curve). To derronstr

ate the theoretical results reported in this t.1-iesis, the feasibility 

evalua.tion via simulations on a digital canputer and t.'lie experi.nental 

verification of the results are SUJgested. 

http:wit.Ji.in
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Appendix 2A 

This A!Jpendix is to show that Q(l/cr)=l-Q(-1/cr) • 

Let I = l-Q(-1/cr) 

Therefore 

1 2 2
I = (' - exn(-x /2cr )dx 

--00 ./2-ITCJ 

2 2= ~ ~ exn(-x /2cr )c1x 
-1 &a 

-l 1 2 2 
= 	 J - exp(-x /2a )dx 

--oo 121T"a 

Then let y=-x 	, thus dy=-dx and we obtain 

1 1 2 2I= 	- f - e.xp(-v /2cr ) C:y
__J, ~- ~ . 

y 21TCJ 

oo 1 2 2= 	 J -- exp(-y /2a )dy 
1 &a 

=Q(l/cr) 
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AppP..ndix 3A 

This Appendix is to evaluate the ti:r.e averages of the duobinary signal 

The duobinary filter irrpulse res?Orlse is given as 

h(t) = !c cns(rt/2T) 1 (3A.l)2 2ir 1 - t /T

Consider tli.e pulse st.roam in the I-channel where h(t-2nT) (n inteqer) 

can be wri tte.11 as 

ir(t-2nT) 
4 cos 2T

h(t-2nT) = -[ -·--·------] (JA.2} 
ir (t-2nT) 2 

1 - ---=
'l.2 

and is illustrated l::ielo.>1: 

h(t-2nT} 

-------..:.. 

1 , 2

in a ¢'..neral emression as 

I 
n 

t.,
1 .&. 

= -;:n- f h(t-2nT)dt
21 t 

l 

= ~ { [ si( ;-n+ t-~nT ) ) +.. si( ~( t-in'r - 1))] lt2} 
+

The tL'm a'\-erage of h ( t-2nT) nVer an interval (t t ) can be written 

wher2 x. 
~l 

{3 A. 3)si(x) ~ Si(x} - I ~ f S~J:.:1t - ; 

0 
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For exarmle , consic"er tl<e illtegral Ir}=2~/r'.1(t-2nT) ct. From cquu.tio...'1 
-·r 


( 3.7\. 3) I~ ca'l be evaluated a<> 


r' = !. {Si[n(l-n)]+ Si[n(l+n)] }n n (3A.4) 

Carefully exartlned the duobillary signal as illustrated in Fig 3A, aYld 

from equation (3.11) we can see that 

(2k+2)T l 
r0= ; J '.1(t-(2k+l)T)dt = -[ Si(n)+Si(n) ]=1.174

2 2k'l' 1T 

(2}:+2)T l 
I ' - 1 f h(t-(2k+3)T)dt = -[Si(O)+Si(2n) ]=0.451 - 2T 1T2k'J:' 

(2k+2)T l
f h(t-(2k+5)T)dt =-[Si(-n)+Si(3n)]=-0.055 
2kT 1T 

Similarly I j, I 4· · · · .can te evaluated from equation (3A. 4) , but their 

results are so sna11 that we are not going to riresent l1cre. 

II 1 2T
Consic2r the integral In - T b h ( t-2nT) dt. Fran ea.uation2

( 3A. 3) I" can be? evalua.ted as 
n 

I" = !. {Si [2!"..(3-2n)] - Si [ 2!"..(-2n-l)] · 
n n 2 2 (3A.5) 

Agai.11 we can see that 

l (2k+2) T l (2k+2) T 

I 

11 

= 2,:., f h(t-2kT)dt = T f h(t-(2k+2)T)dt

0 2~ 2kT 2kT 

= !.r Si(3n/2) - Si(-n/2)
1T 

= .!.r l.6os +1.311 1 
1T 

=0.95 
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Appendix 3i3 

This aprendix is to evaluate the infinite series s where 

oo 4 (-1) k-n 2 
S= I [ -;r ------2 1 
n=-m 1 - 4(k-n) 

The infinite series S can be writtei1 as 

Thus the infinite series S can be evaluated as 
co 

s = 1~ c i + 2 I ~ 2 
TI n=l{4n -1) 

2 
= 16 [ 1 + 2 (2---- - ! ) 

2 . 16 2 
TI 

= 2 
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Appendix 3C 

This l\ppa"ldix is to derive the phase error PDF. 

In section 3. 3, it was sham that p (cf>) could be obtained by 

solving 

with 

(3C.l) 

P(cf>) = - K Ko sin 2 cf> 

2
G(cf>) = 4K C 2 + a )0 

where K is found to be a."'V'lroximately equal 2 and K = K ( K K ) : 
~.-::- · -· o v m1

Substituting P (cf>) and G(cf>) in equaticn (3C .1) WB cbtain 

a 4 K K0 sin 21> c 
d cf> p(cf>) + 2 .. {cf>) =----2 {3C.2)

No (8Ko+4Koo ) 4K0 ( 2 +a ) 

Equation {3C.2) is of the form 

cy + R(x)y = C (3C.3)dx - 1 

The soluticn of equaticn {3C.3) is 

y{x) = -1[u(x)] [ /xu{s) c
1
ds + c

2
J (3C.4) 

where 

[ u(x) -1] = exp[ Ix_- H.(t) dt ] 

Let 

U(cf>) = -/cf>R(t)dt 

Ccmparing the equations (3C.2) a11d (3C.3) we can evaluate U(cf>) as 

U{¢) = - K J<l>sin2tdt = acos 2cf>
2

N (2+a )
0 

where a = K 
2 is the loop signal-to-noise ratio. 

N (2+a >
0 
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Using t'ie equation ( 3C. 4) , the !_)hase error pdf can be cbtained as 

p(~) = exp{U(cf>)] { fcf>exp(-U(s))Clds + c2] 
_1f 

= Nexp[U(cf>)] [ o/<l>exp(-U(s))ds + 1 ] 
__1T 

Using the boundary oonditicn p(ir)=p(-J) a'1d noting t.11at U(ir)=U(-'lf) gives 

p(cf>) =N exp[U(cf>)] 

·where N is a normalization cnnstant. 
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Aprendix 4A 
A 	 A 

4A.l Evaluation of E(~D1 1<1>> and E( iuo0 1<1>> • 

A 

The cx:mditional exy::ectation ECR:f> Ic;» is given by the equation
1 

(4.21) where 
A 

E ( 11:DI I<!>) 

= 2 I o { lTPr(P'I=2 l <I> ,C,D)-Pr(~=-2 l<j>,C,D) ]Pr(D)} Pr(C)
1 

C D (4A.l) 
A 

'Where 11:, D1 , C, Dare defined in equation (4.18). 

FJ.IUation (4A. l) can be "Written as 
A 

EC R:rDr I<!>) 

= 	 lf 
1 8 I DI(C .) I(C .) (4A.2) 
-j=l J J 

!;. 8 ,. ,. 


where I(C.) = Ic Pr(R_=2l<1>,C.,D) - Pr(R_=-2l<J>,C.,D )]Pr(D)

J m=l --i J m --i J m rn 

(4A.3) 

Substitute equation (4.29) into equation (4A.3), I(C.) can t.'len be 
J 

written as 

I(C.)

J 


(4A.4) 
,. 

The evaluation of the conditional expectation E(~Df¢ ) in equation 

(4A.2) result in the exi-iression : 
20 	 20 

,. 	 l-2oos<l>+ )5in<I> 1+2oos<l>"3"5in<I>2
ECRf>rl<l>>- = 31T[ Q( a 1T )-Q( a 1T ) 

4
l-2oos<j>+ ~in<!> 1+2oos¢- isin<I> l-2cos¢-

3 
1Tsin<j> 

+ 2 QC 1T ) - 2 Q( 1T HQ( 	 )
a 	 a a 

1+2oos<j>+ 3~incp l-2oosq;+3~in<l> 1+2oos<j>- 3!sinq> 
-Q( a }+Q( a 1T )-Q( a ) 
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II 
l-2cos¢-.!..sin<J> 1+2cos<)>+isin¢ l-2cos¢ ;osi.~<1> 

+ 2Q (---- -11'-.--) - 2Q(-----Y---) + Q(----~1T__. ~ 
(J 	 a a 

20
1+2ros<j>+ 31Tsinc1> 

-Q( (J )] 	 (4A.5) 

A 

The conditional expectation ECI\folc!>> is given by equation (4.22) 

where 
,. 

E(RQDQI <j>) 

= 2 t DQ { t [Pr(~=2lc1>,C,D) - Pr(RQ=-2l<J>,C,D)]Pr(C)}Pr(D) 
D C 

A ' 
(41',,.6) 

where IQ,D ,c,D are defined in equation (4.18).0


Again, the equation (4A.6) can be written as 

,.. 


EC1\Pol <1>> 


1 	 8=-;rt DQ(D.)I(D.) 	 ( 4A'. 7) 
• 	j=l J J 


A 8 
 ,..
A 

where I(D.) = l [Pr(RQ=2lc1>,C ,D.) - Pr(IL=-21¢,C 	,D.)]Pr(C)
J m=l m J Q m J 	 m 

(4A. 8) 

Substituting the equation (4.30) into equation (4A.8), I(D.) can 
J 

be written as 

1-IQ. roscf> - sin<j> l+~. cos<j>+DI s.in:p8 D1 
I(D.) = !8 l [ Q( J a m ) -Q( J m }]

J ~ 	 (J 

(4A.9) 

Evaluation of the equation (4A. 7) yields t.11e sarre result as in (4A.5). 

Thus it is sha-m in this Apl'Jendix that 
,.. ,.. 

E( R:rDrl<:>> = E( IQDol<I>> 
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A A 

4A.2 Evaluation of E{ ~IUI <j>) and E( IU~I <j>) • 
A 

The oonditional expectat-J.on E( ~RQI q,) is given by the 

equation {4 .19} \mere 

A 

E( ~Ful <j>) 

A A 

= 2.1 Fu { l [Pr{~=2!q,,C,D) = Pr(~=-2jq,,C,D)]Pr(C)}Pr(D) 

D c 


A 
(4A.10) 


where R , ~,C,D are defined in equation (4.18).

0 

Similar to the evaluation in section 4A.l, the a:mditio.--ial 
A 

expectation E( ~Roi<!>> can be written as 

A 1 8 
E(~Ful<!>> = Lf l ~(D.)I(D.) (4A.ll) 

j=l J J 

1-~ oosq,+DQ.sinq, 1+~ oosq,+DQ. s:i.i1q, 
where I (Dj) ~ ~ l [Q( m J ) - ( m J ) ] 


0 0 


(4A.12)Equation (4A.ll) can be evaluated as: . 

l-2oosq,+ 2°sinq, 1+2oos9- 2°sinq,
3 3E(~IUl<1>> = icoc a 1T ) - Q( a 1T ) 

l 20 . 1 20 . 1 2 20 . 
+ 3irSID<f> - 3irSID<f>) + Q( + oosq,+ J;5ID<I>

+ 2Q( ) - 2Q(
a a a 

20 4 . 4
l-2oosq,- -.:;-Sin<!> l-2oosq,- -sin<1> 1+2cosq,+ -sinq, 

- Q ( .J1T ) - Q(------:.1T;.____) +Q ( 1T 
a a a 

4 .1- -SID<f> l+ ~inq, 1+2oosq,- ~in<!> 
. 1T- 2Q( + 2Q( 1T ) - Q( 1T ) 
a a . a 

l-2oostr ~inci> 
+ Q( 1T ) ] (4A.13) 

a 
A A 

The evaluation of ECI\lrl<P> is similar to E(~1Ul<1>> where 
A 

E(1U~I<!>> is given by the equation (4.20) as 

http:expectat-J.on
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A 

E{1UI1: I<!>) 

= 2 	l ~ { l [Pr(~=2!<1>,C,D)-Pr(~=-21<1>,C,D)]Pr(D)}Pr(C)
C D 

A 	 A 

where 1U' ~, C, Dare defined in equation (4.18). Thus E( IUR:rl<1>> 

can be written as 
8 . 

A 

E( IUR:r I<:>> = ~ l ~(C.)I(C.) 	 (4A.15) 
j=l J J 

where g 1-R°ro<X>S<j>- n1 .sin<j> 
I (C .) ~ ~ I [ Q{ J 

J m=l CJ 

Evaluation of equation (4A.15) shows that the result is the neg

ative of the expression shown in (4A.13), thus \~~ have sha.vn that 

A 	 A 

E( IUR:rl<I>> = - E( ~~1<1>> 
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~dix 4B 

This Appendix is to evaluate the s-curve G(41) • 

The loop phase detector characteristic S-curve GC<!» is defined 

in equation (4.13) as 

G(cj>) = Gl(cj>)sincj> + Gz(4>)COS4> (4B.l) 

where ,. ,. 

Gl (cj>) = E[ <I):Dr+RQDQ> I<P Ct> ] (4B.2) 

and A A 

G2 «t» = E[ <RrRo-iu~> [4> (t) (4B.3) 

It was shONn that E( ~o1 ! cj>)=E(~DQI <J>) and E( ~Rrl <J>)=-EC~I\}1 <j>) 

in Appendix 4A, thus we can write 
,. 

G1 (¢) = 2E(RrDrl<1>Ct) ( 4B .4) 

and 
A 

G2 (cJ>) = 2E(I):RQ!<J>(t) (4B.5) 

Substituting the equations (4A.5) and (4A.13) into equations (4.B.4) 

and (4B.5) resrectively, and t."1.en the results are substituted into 

t.l-ie equation (4B.l), G(<J>) can be obtained as 

20 . 20 .
1 2 coscj>+ -:::--Sin<J> + COS<j>~ l.n<j> 

4 . . [ ( 
- 3Tl' ) - Q( 

1 2 3Tl' )= 3Tl'Sl.ncj> Q 0 a 

l-2ex>s<j>+ ~in<!> 1+2cos<j>- ~in<!> l-2ex>s9- ~in¢ 
+ 2Q{-----TI'--) - 20( Tl' +Q( Tl' ) 

a a a 
41+2~scj>+ sin<j> l-2coscj>- isin<l> 1+2cnsrp+ ~incj>

3 ____Tr __) - 2Q( Tl' )-Q( lf ) +2Q( 
a a a 

4 . 1 2 . 20 : .
l-2cns¢+ 4-sin<I> 1+2coscj>- 3~nn<j> · - coscj>- ~inq>

3+ Q( Tl' ) - Q( lf ) + Q( 
a a a 

. 20 . 1 2 20 .1+2cnscj>+ -:::-5,in¢ - coscj>+ ~ in¢
3 3 _ Q( . a Tr ) ] +~Scj> ( Q( a Tl' ) 

2 1- ·20 . "' 1+2cos<j>- 3~in<P l+~in<!> ~3 l.!1'1' 
. 71" )-0(- lf )+ 20( .J71" ) -2Q( 

a a a 
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20 . 1 2 20 ..1 2 + coscj>+ -:;-Slllcj> - cos<j>- "3"'51n<1>+ Q , _____.J_1T__) - Q ( 	 1T ) 
0 	 0 

1+2coscj>+ isin<I> l-2cos<j>- ~in<!> 1+ ~incl> 
+ 	Q(-----1T--) - Q( 1T +2Q( 1T ) 

C1 0 0 
4 . 4 	 4 .

1- -sin<j> 1-2coscj>+ -sin<!> 1+2cns<j>- -sin<!> 
- 2Q(--1T--) + Q(----1T--) - Q( 1T ) 

a a 	 o 

(4i3 .6) 
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AD!Jendix .4C 

This Appendix is to evaluate the noise function H(<I>) 

"2 ~2
4C.l Evaluation of ECRJ:l<I>) and E(R014>> 

The conditional expectation E<Ril<P> is given by the equation 

(4.23) as 

,. "lE(Ri 4>) 

= 4 l { l [Pr(~=214>,C,D) + Pr(~=-21¢,CD)]Pr(C)} Pr(D) 
D C 

(4C.l) 
where ~' C and D are defined in equation (4.13) • 

Similar. to the section 4A.2, equation (4C.l) can be written as 

A2 1 8 
E(ILI ¢) = - I I(D. .) (4C.2)

--i . 2 j=l J 

where I(Dj) is defined in equation (4A.12) Similarly, E( R~j<i>> cart be 

written ac; 

,.. 8 
E(~j<I>)= ~ l I(C.) (4C.3) 

j=l J 
where I(C.) is defined in equation (4A.16).

J 
"? .Th1JSrCRJI 4>) _can be evaluated from equation (4C.2) as 


E(Ril <i>) 

+ 20 . "'l-2cos<l>+ ~incl> 1+2OOS<j> :f"5ll1'r 

+ Q( a n )= -! {Q( a 

20 . . 20 . "' 2 4 .1 2 - OOS<f>- ~1n¢ 1+2ooscj>+ ~iny 1- ooscj>- 3:rrsincj>3+ Q( :rr ) +. Q( .)'IT 1 ~ ---a-- a ) +Q( a 

1+2oos¢+ ~incl> l-2ooscj>+ ~incl> 1+2ooscj>- 3!sincj> 
+ Q( a ) + Q( a ) + Q ( a ) 

l-2oos<I>- isin<P 1+2cos4>+ ~in<P l-2cOs<j>- $sin<j> 
+ 2[Q( a 1T ) + Q( a 1T )+ Q( a 'Tl' ) 

1+2cos<j>+ ~in<!> l+ 2 1 20 .
3~in<j> ---;::---S3 ID<j> 

+ Q( a n } l} + [ Q(--_,,o,..---- + Q( (] 1T ) 

4 . 1 4 .1+ ~ s1nrp - --sincj> l+ ~in<!> 
.)TI + Q ( -"3'--1T__ (]_11'__) + 2Q (+ Q( + 2Q(a a 

(4C.4) 
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The cxmditional expectation E&~! <J>} can be evaluated in the 

sarre rranner, and the result is the sane as the expression shavn in 

equation (4C.4) • Thus we have s"!lown in t.11is APpendix that 

4C • 2 Evaluation of H ( <P) 

H{<J>) is defined in equation (4.11) as 

"21 ,.?
jj (<!>) = E 'RI <!>) + ECRQI <!>) (4C.5) 

"2 ~2Sinre we have shown that ECRil<P>=E(RQl<J>>, therefore 

Ii ( <P) = 2E ( Ri I<I>) 


"2
where ECRJl<P> is defined in equation (4C.4) 
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A~dix SA 

"' This Appendix is to evaluate t..~e conditional expectations E(~CJ:I q,) and 

A 

The conditional expectation E(<\_~1¢) is given by equation(S.12) 

as 
A 

E(~~I¢> 

= I '1c { I [Pr(~=ll c;,C,D)-Pr(~=-lj qi,C,D) ]Pr(D} }Pr(C) 
C D 

(SA.l) 
where we defined the sets 

and 

A 

in section 5.1.3 . Using the result in equation (5.17) for Pr(~=l!cj>,C,D)-
A 

Pr(c,,-=-11 <P ,C,D), and sirrilar to tl1e evaluation procedure as shown in ,... 
A 

A"1l)ertC'.i.x 4A, E{ck'l<I <j>) is found as 

20 2 . 20 20 2 . 
~s¢- Slll<j> ~s¢ ~s¢+ si.n¢1= -[ 8 -Q( ) -Q (---)- Q(-.)'IT_____ 

8 CJ CJ CJ 

4 2 . 4 4 ') .-cosqi- sin<j> -cos<j> -cos¢+~sin¢ 
- 2Q( 'IT ) - $Q(-'IT--) -2Q(-'IT_____ 

CJ CJ CJ 

4 2 . 4 4 . 
~sqi- sm9 - ens¢ 3.... cosq,+2smq,3 _ Q ( 1T ) _ 2Q ( 3rr·---) _ Q(-"-----

CJ CJ CJ 

A (SA.2) 
Similarly, we can evlauate the oonditional expectation E (~CJ~+1 1<J>) as 

E (~'1<+1 I4>) 

A A 

=I ~+l { L [Pr(~=ll9,C,D)-Pr(~=-ll¢,C,D)]Pr(D)}Pr(C) 
C D 

http:equation(S.12
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20 2 . 20 ·~ 20 .., . 
~os<j>- sin<jl ~s~ ~s¢+-SL'1¢1= 8[ -Q(---(]---) - 2Q( (] - Q(-------)

(] 

4 2 . 4 4 ~ .
~scj>- sin¢ 3lf oos<j> ~s<J>+.-sll1¢ 

+ Q(--------) + Q( ) + Q( ) ] . (] (] (] 

(5A.3) 

Therefore t.'le surrmation of equations(SA.2) and (SA.3) ca.'1 be shown as 

A A 

E('1c'1ci<l>)+E('i'i+ll¢) 
20 2 . 20 20 2 . 

kc ~s<J>- sm<J> rsrp )'°Js<J>+ smcj>1 ;r 1 O{ 1T )= 1 - - - Q(  4 ~4 a 2 a C1 

4 2 . 4 4 2 .-COS<j>- SU\Q -cosG> -coscj>+ sinrp
1T 1T .. 1 7T- !. Q( - .!. Q( - 4 Q(4 (] 2 C1 a 

(5A.4) 
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.. .. 
SB.l Show that E['lc(~+<J:+l) !cpl = E[t\('1c~-l) jcpJ • 

.. 
The oonditional expectation E('lc'klcf>>, similar to the 

evaluation in Appendix 4A, can be expressed as · 

.. 1 8 
(SB .1)E('lc'lcl<P> = B jil'lc(j)I(j) 


!:i 1 2 .. 

where I(j) = - L[ Pr(c. =11¢,C.,D) - Pr(c. =-ll<t>,C.,D )] (SB .2)

2m=l K J m K J m 

Simlarly, we obtain 
8 

= ~ .l 'lc+l(j)I(j) (SB .3) 
J=l 

where I(j) is defined in equation (SB.2), and the sets C and D are 

~fined in section 5.1.3. 
.. 

From equation (5.18), E(~c):I cp) can be evalua.ted as 

E(~<\I cj>) = ~ .I <\(j)I' (j) (SB.4) 
J=l 

11 1 2 A A 

where I'(j) = - l [Pr(d=ljcp,C',D~) ·- Pr(d=-ljcp,C',D'.)] (SB.5)
2m=l K m J J<. m J 

Similarly, \-Je obtain 
.. 1 8 

E('1c~-1lcf>) = 8 .l ~-l(j)I'(j) (SB.6) 
J=l 

where I' (j) is defined in equation (5B.5) and the sets C' and D' are 

defined in section 5.1.3. 

Corrparing the results as evaluated from equations (SB.l), 

(SB .3), (SB .4), and {SB.6) , we can see that 
A A 

E{'l<'l<l<f>) = E(<\dklcp) 

and 
A A 

E(~'i+1lcf>) = E(~<\~1l<P> 

Thus we have shown in this Appendix that E[~('l/~+l> lc:>J = E[~(~+<Jk-l) 1¢1 
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,... ,... ,.. ,.. 

Sil. 2 This section is to show that E [ ( ~~/~<\-i) Icl> l =-E [ ( ~'1/'k+1'\> I<l>] 

A 

From eouation (5 .24), the conditional expectation E(~c\J ¢) 

can be obtained as 
A 1 2 

E(~<\!<l>) = 2 .l '1c(j)M(j) (5B.7) 
r J=l 

l::i. 1 0 A A 

where M(j) = - l [Pr(c..=lj <!> ,C ,D .) . - Pr(c. =-11 cp ,C ,D .) J (5B .8) 
· 8 m=l k m J K m J 

A 

Sir.ti.larly, t.'ie a:mcliti01a1 exrectation E(~~-ll cp) can be obtained 

from equation (5.25) as 

A 1 2 
(SB. 9)E(~~c\-11 <!>) = z.l c\-l (j)M(j) 


J=1
 

where M(j) is defined in equation (513.8}. 

From equations (5.26} and (5.27}, the oonditional expectations 
A A 

E('ic\cl ¢) and E('lc+i<\1 qi} can. re exoressed as follows: 

A 1 2 
E( c. cl l<P> =?I c..(j}H' (j) (5.d .10} 

K Y. -j=l .t. 

and 
A 1 2 

E ( 'l<.+1<\I cJ>) = 2 .l 'k+1 ( j } MI ( j) (SB.11) 
J=l 

1 8 A A 

where M' (j} = I [Pr(~=11 <j> ,c~. ,D~ } - Pr('\_=-11 <I> ,C~ ,D 1 
)] (53 .12)8 m=l .1 1 , J m 

Again, t.'1e results show t.c'iat 
A A A A 

E(~~l<P} = - E(q~'\:j¢) a~d E( ~<\:-ljqi} = - E(~+l~j<j>) 

Thus we have shovm in this section t.l-J.at 
,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. 

E [{~ck+~dk-l) IcJ>l = - E [ Cc1/~+'k+i'\> I<Pl 

http:t.l-J.at
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5C .1 Evaluation of c ( ¢) • 
1 


Pro."TI equation (5.11), c (cj>) is defined as

1 

A A 

Gl «:» = E [ ~(~+'1:+1) + '\ (~+c\-1) I<j>] 

A A 

Sinre \·7e have sh0tm that E[S:(~+'l-:+l) l4>J is equal to E[c\(~/<\.-i) lcJ>l, 

thus G (¢) can be evaluated as1 
A A 

Gl «t» = 2 E [ (~~;:+~'i+1> I¢] 

20 . ~ . 20 20 2 . 
31T cosqi-.:.smcj> _ Q( ~s¢'+ 1_ Q( ~scj>+ sl..rt¢i,1= 2 - -2 Q(--0----) 7 - J - o 2 o 

l1 
l ~S<j>+2sin¢ 

- 2 Q(---0--

(5C. l) 

5C.2 L'valuation of G (<J>).
2 


From equation (5.13), G (¢) is defined as
2 

G2{¢) = ~[E(~:<\l<J>)+ 1:<~'\;:-ll<t>)-E(~~1;:lt1>)- jE«\'1c+1I¢)] 

SinCB E(~;:<\_l¢)=-E(~~kl9> and E(~/\-1!<1>>= -E(~+1~l<1>>. which have 

been shav'l11 in Annenclix 5B.2, thus G2 {tj>) can be evaluated as 

20 2 . 4 2 .
~scj>- sin¢ -cos9- s111<1> 

- Q( -------) - 2Q(-1T_____ 
o o 

(5C.2) 
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5C. 3 Evaluation of G ( cjl) • 

From equation (5.10), G(cjl) is defined as 

(SC. 3) 

Substituting the equatims (5C.l) a"'ld (5C.2) into (5C.4), we obtain 

G(cjl) 
20 2 . 20 	 20 2 . 
-;::--eo31T scjl- sincjl 3,,. scjl -:::-eo-::;:-C0	 scjl+ SL~cjl1 	 1 3 = sin¢ [ 2 - 2 Q ( 	 ) -Q ( a ~ - ¥J ( ir a )

0 

! c:oscjl-2sin¢ ! c:oscjl
1 Q( ·1T _ ) - Q( 1T )]
2 a 	 a 

20 2 . 4 2 . 4 2 . 
4 [Q ( ~<P+ sincjl) ;a:>s<P+ sin<!>~ +Q ( ~scjl+ sincjl)

+ 	3 COS +2Q(-- I 

20 4 - 4 
~ cos¢-2sincjl - OJScjl-2sin¢ ...,.--coscjl-2sincjl3- Q ( 31T ) - 2Q ( 1T ) - Q ( 1T ) ] 

a 	 a a 

{SC.4) 
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Appendix SD 

A 

This Apro__ndix is to evaluate the conditional expectation E (R_rR_rl ¢) 
,.. ,.. 

and to 	shav that E (R_rR_r I¢) = EouiuI<j>) • 

A 

SD.l Evaluation of E(11:R_rl¢> 
A 

From equation (5.28), the oonditional ~ctation E(~~l4>> is 

given as 
,.. 

E '11:11: I¢) 

= 2 l ~ { ICPr(~=2jq,,C,D)-Pr(i\r=-2jq,,C,D)]Pr(D)}Pr{C)
C D . 

,.. (So.l) 
where C,D,11: and 11: are defined in equation (4.18). 

Equation {SD.l) can be written as 
,.. 1 8 

E{~~lc?> = 4 .l ~(C.)I(C.) (SD.2) 
J=l 	 J J 

\Jhere I (C . ) is defined in equation ( 4A. 3) • 
. 	 J 


hvaluation of the equation ( SD .2) yields 


,.. 

E(~11:icf>) 20 . 	 2
l-2oos¢+ 3"""5J.ncf> 1+2ooscj>- °sin¢ l-2oos<1>+ ~inip 

= ~ 1 
[ Q( C1 1T ) - Q( 3

1T ) + Q( 1T . ) : 
• C1 	 C1 ' 

4 	 4
1+2CXJS<j>- ~in¢ l-2oosq>+:;-:sin<j> 1+2ex>sq,- sin¢

3	 3 - 2Q( 1T ) + Q( 1T ) - Q( 1T ) 
C1 	 C1 C1 

20 . 1+2 20 . - 2cos<1>- y-smcf> cosq,+ 3ir sm<f> l -2cosq,~in¢ 
+ Q( 	 1T ) - Q(------- +2Q( 1T ) 

0 	 C1 C1 

341+2cos<j>+ ~in¢ l-2oosq,- ~in¢ 1+2cnsq,+ ~in¢ 
- 2Q ( 1T ) +Q ( 3'1T ) - Q ( 1T ) ] 

C1 C1 C1 

(SD. 3) 
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A 

SD.2 ShON that E(~P'II <J>) = E( 1\lul $) 

A 

Fran equation (5.29), the oonditional expectation E(Rdul ¢) is 

given as 
A 

ECI\iul<P> 
= 2 l ~ { L[Pr(~=21<1>,C,D)-Pr(~=-21¢,C,D)]Pr(C)}Pr(D) 

_D C (SD.4) 

where c,o,R
0

, and RQ are defined in equation (4.18). 

Again, Equation (SD.4) can be written as 

A 1 8 
ECl\l~ol<!>) = 4 .l IQCD.)I(D.) (SD.5) 

- J=l J J 

where I(D.) is defined in equation (4A.9). The evaluation of (SD.5}
J 

thus sh0:1s tltat 
A A 

E(~~I¢> = E(RQ~]<!>> 
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Anpendix SE. 

A A 

This Appendix is to evaluate E(R:rDol c;» and to show that E(I\Prl <1>>= 
A 

-B(~DQI cp) 

SE.l Evaluation of E( ~DQI <j>) 

A 

Fron equation (5.30), The conditional expectation E(11:Dol¢> 

can be written .as 
A 8 

E( 11:Dol¢> = 2 l Do(D.)I(D.) (SE .1) 
j=l - J J 

where I(D.) is defined in equation (4A.9).
J 

A 

Thus, from e(l'uation (SE.l), E(11:Dol ¢) can be evaluated as 

A 

E(P'J?QI <j>) 20 . l 2 20 .1- 2oos<j>+ "J5ll1<1> + oos9- pmcJ>
4 { 20 ---- 1T ) -Q(-·- 1T )= 32 31T-[ Q( .a a 

1+2 20 . 20 .1 2 l-2coscj>+isin<I>CDS¢+ ~ID<j> - CDS<IJ- ")"5JJ1¢ 
+ Q(------iT-·-) - Q(------n--) ] + ~[Q( 1T ) 

a a a 

1 ') 4 .+.4coscp- -sm¢ 1+2cns<j>+ ~jncp l-2cns9- ~inqi 
_____.;..1T_ -) - Q ( ) ] - Q(--- 1T ) + Q( 1T 

a a a 

4 4l-2cns<j>+ sin<j> 1+2coscp sin<j> 
+ _i [ Q( 3

1T ) - Q( 3
1T ) 

~ a a 

4 4 .
1+2cns9+ sin9 i-2cos9- --s. mcp3 3+ Q(-----1T---) Q( iT )] 

a CJ 
(SE.2) 

A A 

SE.2 Show tltat ~(IUDr I<j>) = -E(~DQI <j>) 
A 

The conditional exrectation E(RcPrlct>> give.11 in equation (5.31) 

ca"l be v-rritte.n as 
A 8 

E CI\Pr I¢) = 2 I n1 cc .>r cc .> (SE;.3) 
j=l 1 J 

where I (Cj) is c"bfined L'-1 equation (4A. 3) . The result of evaluating t11e 
A A 

equation (SE.3) shous that E(HcPrl<I>> is equal to -E(R:rDQlc:i> 
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Anr-endix SF 

This ]\.""Jpe._11clix is to evaluate G(9) for the half-shifted loo!' structure. 

From Equation (5.25}, G(<j>} is given as 

(SF .1) 

where 
(SF .2} 

and 
(SF .3) 

A A 

Since we have shown that D(~P'I I~) = E (RQIUI<1>> as in Aprendix SD, 

thus c (<j>) can be evaluated as
1 

a CJ 

4 . 4
1-2cns9+ -sincj> 1+2cos<1>- isin<I> l-2cos<1>+ sin4>3+2Q(----...::.1T___) - 2Q ( 1T ) +Q ( . Tr ) 

a CJ a 
20 . 20 .1 2 1 2+ COs<j>+ 3nSID<j> - cos9- J;51ncf> 

- Q(----...::.--)+ Q( 
a CJ 

20 . 1 2 4 .1+ 2CDScf>+ 31T SID<j> - OOScf>- -S1ncj> 
-Q(------"----) + 2Q(----Tr~-) 

CJ 
a 4 4 

l+cnsct>+ -sine!> l-2cosq,- - sin9 
- 2Q{----"""'1T--) + Q(-----3,.;:..n___ 

a a 

1+2cos9+ 
- Q( 3 

4 

Tr 
sin9 

) (SF.4) 
a 

A A 

In Appe.'1dix SE, w~ have sham that E (~DQI <1>> = -E (RQDI I¢) , therefore 

G {cj>) can be evaluated as 

A 

G2(9) = 2E(Rt3ol¢> 
2 2

l-2ros¢+ ° sin9 1+2cos9- °sin<1>3 3= 0 .25 { · ;~ [ Q{ CJ n ) - Q{ cr rr ) 

2 
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2 20 .1+2a:>sip+ °sincp 1- 2a:>scp- -:::-Smcp
3 3+ Q( 1T ) - Q( 1T ) ] 

(1 (1 

l-2a:>s~+ ~in<!> l -2a:>scp- i sine:> 
+ .!!. [ Q( 'If - Q(-----'lf--)

1T (1 (1 

1+2coscp+ ! sincp l-2coscp- ~incp 
+ Q( 'If ) - Q( 'If ) 1 

(1 (1 

4·1 2 .. 4 l-2a:>scj>+ ~in<!> + a:>scp- -
3 

smip 
+ 31T[ Q ( (1 'If ) - Q( 1T ) 

(1 

41+2coscp+ sine)> l-2coscp- _i sincp 
+Q( 3 

'If ) - Q( 3Tr ) 1 } 
(1 (1 

(SF .5) 

Therefore 

G(<!>) = G (cp)sincp+ G (ip)coscp
1 2 

where G1 (<!>) is defined in equation (SF.4) and G2 (cp) is defined in 

equation (SF.5) • 
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